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In continuation of our analysis of Mr. Dickinson's essay, we 
call .attention to thej ollowing quotation: 
true, not only of the mind as a wliole, but as well with respect 
to its various modes of activity. We are not ·always reasoning, 
comparing, and judging, but at the same time we are ·capable of 
performing these mental acts on occasion. All this we can un-
derstand, but when Mr. Dickinson tells us that the normal state 
of some powers is .passivity, and of others activity, he' tells· us 
what we can not comprehend, because the statement is ·unfound-
ed in fact. 
The essayist's statement of hiS theory is curiously bewildering. 
We have repeatedly attempted to fathom its meaning, but the 
hopeless attempt to reconcile absurdities invariably produces a· 
!lort of vertigo. We can hold fast to one term of comparison till 
we come in sight of its fellow, when, in an instant, the first shies 
off past recovery, and we can only discern the outlines of its 
escaping form. Thus, when considered alone, we can form a 
very satisfactory notion of "passive powers;" but when we are 
told that, on. occasion, those same passive powers "are made ac-
tive by means of language," our head begins to swim as we at-
tempt to unite two mutually contradictory notions. How the 
mind, with respect to a given object of presentation, can be 
sin:ultaneously passive and active, wholly passes our comprehen-
sion. It is a phenomenon that has hitherto escaped the notice 
Of philosophers. 
I. Again, oral.J.eacliing calls into exercise the active powers of the mind, 
whjle written feaching addlesses itself to the passive powers only. If an ob-
jj:ct . of knowl.edge i~ rr~sented ~or stud~, the mind of t?e studen~ wi~l be 
conscious of Inventmg Its own Ideas and tl:oughts of which the object IS the But we might grant the soundness of Mr. Dickinson's new 
occasion. In such a case the powers of the mind are active in producing psychological theory, and yet deny the truth of his conClusions. 
effects, and for that reason are called active powers. If, on the other hand, Save that it is inconceivaple, we know nothing of that state of 
an oral or written description of an object is presented, then the mind becomes the mind, when. it is at the same time active and passive, and so 
conscious of an activity exerted in receiving effects. Now instepd of produco we can neither affirm nor deny anything of it; but we do deny 
ing knowl~dge of their own invenlkn, the mental powers are made active by that oral teaching and written teaching affect the mind in a man-
snellns of language in inquiring for the knowled\!e other minds have produced 
and described, and are satisfied when they believe the discovery is made. In ner -organically different. More particularly, we deny that there 
this the passive powc;rs only are called into exercise." is anything peculiar in written teaching, as distinguished from 
- The essayist here divides the mental powers into two classes, oral teaching, which leaves the mind in an inert or passive state. 
thp- "active" and the "passive." In the opinion of this philos- 'On the contrary, we alhm that these two methods of teaching 
ophet, the mind is furnished with one set of powers which are . are essentially the same, both with respect to the medium of in-
employed in "producing effects," .and with another whose mis- struction and\ the organic activities of the mi!ld that are involved . 
sion consists " in re~eiving effects." And then, by a very happy in the knowing process . . 
coincidence, the "right method of oral instruction" involves the ' In the first place, the medium of instruction is language; and 
use ·of these "active" powers, while the "written method" is whether language .be addressed to _ the eye or to the earis a 
restri~ted to the ignoble "passive" powers; It seems almost a purely . accidental circumstance. Words, whether spoken or 
pity fo disturb this beautiful harmony between two orders of written, are stimuli, . and so far as the kind of effect produced on 
mental faculties, and two corresponding methods of instruction. the mind is concerned, there is no determinate difference pe-
These elements fit so nicely together that it woul4 almost seem tween a volume of sound and its recognized equivalent, a ~it~ 
that if Mr. Dickinson's theory is not true, it ought to be, both ten or printed form. We do not think by objects, as some seem 
for the sake of a preestablished harmony as well" as for the fate to assume, but by notions or imagj!s which are brought into cOQ-
of the Premium Essay. But as we bave to do with questions of sCiousnC';ss by the re-presentative power of the lllind. These re-
science, and not with sentiment, we must look at ' things as they presentations may arise. spontaneously, as in revery; they may be 
are, and not as our supposed needs would have them to be. summoned out of unconsciousness by an . act of the will; or they 
But Mr. Dickinson is at fault in his philosophy; his distribu- may be in9uced through the stimulus of spoken or printed words, 
tion of the mental powers into "active" and "passive," has no In the latter case, the ,spoken word is often the more powerful 
basis in fact. . When we say that the mind is now in a passiv<: stimulus, but its effect on the mind does not differ at all in kind 
state, and again in an active state, we simply express a well-known from that which is produced by its corresponding printed form. 
fact: In sleep, for example, the mental powers are quiescen~, Mr. Dickinson's 'statement that oral instruction involves the ac-
: or passive; -but on awakening, these powers react upon the im~ tive powers of the mind while written instruction leaves the 
pressions received from without, and so be~ome active. This is mind' in. an iIiert or p{lSSiv.e state is a sheer assumption, and llas 
.', 
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not the slightest foundation eitheJ," in philosophy or fact. Sense. 
perception may leave the mind wholly passive so far as that or-
ganic activity called thinking is concerned; while the seemingly 
dead words on a printed page may determine the mind to the 
Il.lost intense and fruitful activity. Mr. Dickinson's ass~mption 
- that a reader's mind is simply passive, accepting on trust the as-
sertions of the writer, is astounding. It contradicts all human 
experience, and ' is so palpably untrue as a general statement that 
it must ever be a marvel how a man at .all accustomed to serio'"s 
thinking could fall into so gross an error. Does riqt the news-
paper exCit~ thought? Is the habitual state of the his~orian's 
mind passive or active? . Do fiction and poetry leave . the mind 
inert? Such questions suggest platitudes in the way of replies, 
but the Premium Essay makes necessary a return to platitudes. 
The' time has cotne when orarteaching, as a p~culiar method of 
instruction of p~eeminent value, must be provided with an im-
- movable basis in philos.ophy; and so a new principle in psychol-. 
ogy must be invented to meet the exigencies of the thesis; and 
the most obvious facts in human experience must ·be ignored in . 
order to make room for this revised educational gospel. In point 
o[false philosophy, baseless assumption, and bewilder-ingincon-
gruity, the 'quotation, with which we began is a masterpiece. 
,NOTES ON· FOREIGN MATTERS. 
THE reports of the school-inspectors, printed in the annual 
. report of the English .elementary schools, give a sad and 
,discouraging account of the character of the pupils' reading. The 
childre'n never read readily unless after much practice on a special. 
piece, and then they read entirely without intelligent expression.' 
The reason is that the language of the books is so different from 
that which the children of the poor learn at home that it is al-
most equivalent to a foreign language. This seems to prove that 
a majority of the native inhabitants of England ehher do not 
speak English, or else use so limited a vocabulary as not to be 
a1:>le to understand the simple sentences that are, or ought to be, 
found in the First Readers. -
-If 'they were to add to their increasing importations from 
America sl:>me of our.first lessons, and could induce some of our 
'late!!t improved primary teachers to go over and kindle the fire 
that seems wanting to' tha.w out the -intelligence of these poor 
}ldkel~; the~ wuuld much sooner arrive at the good iilfeilt of 
their public:' schools. They pay the'ir teachers, inspect their 
scnools, insist on universal and steady .atten'dance; and' if they 
fail it must be because of some fault in the school-books, or in 
the way of using them. There are teachers of freedmen's 
schools in the South who would make good school missionaries' 
to' England. . 
, The whole body of English philologists seems to have came 
oyer to the cause of reform 'in orthography; not merely in sup-
port of it but as earnest advocates. Almost every week one finds 
in the paper~ which favor this melioration, articles from leading 
literary men, professed students of language. Professor Sayce 
maltes the point, . in an able essay; that it is riot really. a reform 
in spelling that is wauteq, but a 'reformed alpha'bd to enable us 
- to spell as we pronounce; and to enable alL ~eaders to see. ",t a 
glance precisely. what. the . pronunciation of any given word, by 
any:writer, is. :Language grows perpetually. We can easilyper-. 
ceive ,the difference between the d roice of worqs and of letter-
s0unds that (jur-grand~parents use and what is curr~nt now. Our 
grand-chil~ren will not spea~ precisely as we do .. But a perfect, 
alpli~bet Will be a great bax: to- such cliange, exce~tlDg as, Qllly ap-
'-
proved, and will unify pronunciation far and near; as all will see _ 
and know what is sanctioned, and will naturally fall into it, and ' 
adhere to it until ' the decision of an International Academy shall 
find cause to publish some correction or improvemen,t. 
A French paper gives the following as the percentage of the 
whole popUlation entitled to vote at the public elections in dif; 
ferent countries. France, 26,3; Germany, 25.2; Switzerland, 
24. 2 ; England, 11.5; Austria, 5.9; J>ortugal,5.4; Italy,2.2 
Belgium, 1.8. It is very remarkable that Belgium, which is 'gov-
erned with remarkable wisdom and success, respected by her 
ambitious and powerful neighbors, is lowest on this list. If there 
is safety in the multitude of counsellors, it must depend largely 
also on the qualifications of those counsellors We saw at ~>ur 
Centenriial ample proofs of the eminent excellence of the Bel-
gian public schools. 
English speliing reformers are greatly encouraged by the uni-
versal support of the philologists who at one time were universal 
opponents of the measure. Perhaps a still greater encouragement _ 
exists in the favor of the present Premier of England-Mr. Glad-
sto~e, who favors a reform, but ~ays there must first be full con'-
sideration as to just what shou "(rDedone;and good-authority to 
. justify the doing of it, in order to avoid confusion. This view; 
seems to be generaliy assented to, and a full examination and 
report on the subject by a competent commission in concert with 
American and colonial authorities is all that is at present asked. 
A writer well says that the love of order which prevails in all 
communities which use English is a feature that should extend 
to the orthography of the language and in the g.reat current af 
progress and i~provement it should certainly not be le~t on t~e 
strand asj f of little account. There is hO other line of Improv~:­
ment capable of so great and world-wide influences for good. As 
to the prospect-the Phonetic .Journal.....:..the organ of the cause 
in England, has now over 12,000 subscribers, and here, as Prof_ 
March says, "there is a rising ' hum through all the press, the 
scnools and the centres of influence, and the air is full of hope. , . 
The present <condition of Germany-united and powerful-.-
the arbiter of Europe-retaining a hundred tyrannies and jeal-
ousies of petty states only that one gigantic tyranny of despot- _ 
:ism which' is the incubus and the dread of all the nations around 
her, as well as of her own people-is in strong · contrast 'Yit~ 
the littleness of ,her separ.ated stat'es and their wantonly capN-
cious and arbitrary rulers of less than a century ago. The ·life_ _ , 
of Schiller affords instances of old rulings, which made it difficult 
even for Germans themselves to move about Germany. They 
.were obliged first to get leave from their own home officials, and 
.then run the risk of offending against different and unanticipated 
laws in each new prpvince -entered. When Schiller was about 
27 years of age, living in his native swabid, and a student ofmed-
icine, his early written poem of "iThe Robbers" was adapted to 
the s~age in Ma,nheim. He lived in Stuttgart, where the wor~ 
had not been appreciated. In order 'to ste:how it would be re-
ceiv.ed in Manheim where it 'had been d~amatized witho':lt con :. _ 
sultatioll with him, he went there secretly and without a 
P!lSs. He was punished by the Duke (ofWurtemburg) with four-
teen days imprisonment, and was forbidden to write on any 
other subject. than that of his proper study-medicine. Yet the . 
Duke was a particular friend of his father, aiHi had ~hown good- . 
will to himself. He entreated for leave to travel, but could Qot . 
obtaIn, it, and finally he determined to take French leavej: and . 
; 
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in O_ctober 1782, while every onewas occupied with preparations 
for a visit of the Grand Duke Paul, he fled to Franconia, and 
lived there under an assumed name, and under the protection of 
the Geheim·Rathin, of Wollzogen, whose sons had been. fellow 
students at Stuttgart. This less than one hundred years ago! 
Schiller's Wallenstein appeared in 1799, WIlliam Tell in 1804. 
He died in 1805. 
THE LIBRARY. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Twenty jifth A nnual Report of the Board of Education of the City of Chi 
cago, for the year ending July 31, 1879. Printed by Clark & Edwards. 16'2 
Clark street, ChIcago. ' 
Minneapolis Acade!1'Y. Open to both Sexes. Report, 1879.1880. Prospec-
tus, 1880,81. Charles Davidson, Principal. 
Circulars of InfOrmation of the Bureau of Education. No. 2-1880. Pro· 
ceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National EducatIOnal 
Association, at its meeting at Washington, D. C., February 18·-20, 1880. 
John Eaton, Commissioner of Education. 
Catalog 0/ South CarroUton Institute for :aoys and Girls. South Carrollton, 
Ky. L. L. Rogers, LL. D., Principal. , . 
Compltte Ed.ucat~on. An A.ddress deliv~red at the Annual Commenceme.nt 
of the UnIverSIty of MIchIgan, July I, 1880. By Rt. Rev. Samuel S. H2.ms, 
D. D., LL. D., Bishop of Michigan'. Ann Arbor, Michigan. Published by 
the Board of Regents. . 
Outline of a Course of Study for the Ungraded Schools of Jdferson county, 
Pa. By W. A. Kelly, County Superintendent. 
Catalog of Albion Seminary, Albion, Iowa, for the Academic ' year ending 
June IS, 1880. Rev. Wm. F. Barclay, A. M., Principal. 
Catalog a"d Circular of the Branch Normal .College of the Areansas Indus· 
trial University, 10c>1ted at Pine Bluff, Arkansas. for the year ending June 
10, 1880, and Announ,cement-for IR80·81. J. C. Corbin, A. M., Principal. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
THE" LIFi' OF AGluCOLA. By P. Cornelius Tacitus. Edited by William Fran-
-cis Allen, A. M" Prufessor in the University of Wisconsin. Boston: Ginn 
& Heath. 1880. pp.64. 
JOAN OF ARC. By Alphonse de Lamartine. Standard Series No. 36. Price, 
10 cents. I . K. Funk & Co., New York. 
PRACTICAL LESSONS IN ENGLISH, made easy by the omission of non-essentials. 
By J. M. B. Sill, A. M., Superintendent?f Public Schools, Detroit, Mich. 
A. S. Barnes & Co., New York and ChIcago. 1880. Mailing price, 35 
cents. 
THE DATA OF ETHICS. By Herbert Spencer. NO.9 of the "Humboldt Li-
brary." Price, 15 cents: J. Fitzgerald & Co., New York. 
, INTRODUCTION TO LATIN COMPOSITION. Revised and Enlarged. With In· 
troductory Exer~j:;es ?1l Elem~ntary. Constructions .. By Wm. F. Allen, Pro-
fessor in lhe UnIversIty of WISconsIn. Boston: Gmn & Heath. 1880. ' 
AI,EXANDER POPE. By Leslie Stephen. New .York: Harper & Brothers. 
1880. 75 cents. PP· 209· . 
/ NEW AND, COMPLETE ENG,LlSH-GERMAN AND GERMAN· ENGLISH POCKET DIC-
TIONARY. With the Plonunciation of both Languages, enriched with the 
T~chnical Terms of the Arts ar.d Sciences. for the Use of Business Men 
and Schools. By Dr. J. F. Lonhard Tafel and I.ouis H. Tafe~ A. B. 
Philadelphia: Published by I. Kohler, 9' I Arch S.treet. 1879. 
THE LIFE OF GEN. JAMES A. GARF[ELD . . By M. Bun.dy. Illustrated. New 
York: A. S. Barnes & Co. 50 cents. . . 
THE STUDENT'S SHAKESPEARE. Thirty·seven Plays, Analyzed and Topically 
Arranged for the Use of Clergymen, Lawyers, Students, etc. By Henry J. 
Fox, D. D., Late Professor of Literature in th! State University of South 
Carolina. Boston: B. A. Fowler & Co. 1880. 
A PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC. Designed for Grammar' Sooools and Acade· 
mies. By Geo. E. Seymour, A. M., Instructor in the St. Louis High 
School. St. Louis: G. I..Jones· & Co. 1880. Introduction price 6~ cts. 
THE NEW TEXT-BOOK OF \ PHYSICS. An Elementary Course in Nat\lral 
Philosophy, Designed for Use in High Schools and Academies. By LeRoy 
C. Cooley, Ph. D., Professor of Physics and Chemistry in Vassar College. 
N.ew York: Charles Scribner's Sons. ' 1880. 
Lipphzcott's , Gaze:~m: of the World.-A Comple~e Prono~ncing Gazetteer.or 
GeographIcal DIctIOnary of the World. Contammg nohces of over 125,000 
places, with recent and authentic information respecting the countries, is-
lands,. rivers, mountains, cities, towns, etc.,' in every portion of the globe. 
New Edition; thoroughly revised, rewritten, and greatly enlarged. By a 
number of able collaborators. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. Chi· 
cago : Jansen, McClu~ & Co. Royal 8vo, pp. 2,478. $10.00. . 
We presume our readers know something at least of the earlier 
- editions of t·his, wor.k, the first ~f which came out in 1855 ; the 
-" 
, , 
second came out in 1866 with an appendix of 10,000 new notices; 
and the third edition added tables of population as corrected Up 
to 1873, making 2,336 pages in all. The present edition is 
equivalent to a new work. Comparing it with the old we find 
the type larger, ten lines to an inch in place of twelve; and the 
titles, instead of being in capitals, are in bold-face letter, so that 
the text is much more readable. A large n~mber of titles,to be 
fOUIid in the old · edition have disappeared in order to make 
room for new matter; the titles dropped are names of small 
places, or names little likely to be looked for; especially we 
notice the dropping of names of parishes in ~ngland. Thl<.. 
growth of the United States has supplied many new names. 
Many articles are shortened by omission of details and partic-
ularly of historical notes; for example, compare in the two 
Bannockburn, Bar-Ie-Duc, Bouvines, Havana; some of the 
omitted matters are desirable, and were dropped, no doubt, only 
because one paper cannot hold everything. Of course hiter. 
information has displaced earlier statements frequen'tly. The· 
preliminary treatise on ,pronunciation and \ the Etymologic~l 
V 0cabulary of the old 'edition we miss from the new. -. 
So much for comparison of the editions. As to the substance 
of the book and its value, much might be said; but there is no' 
book in the market with which it can be compared or which 
can be' its competitor. First, it is a geographical dictionary of 
about 125 ;000 titles, giving some information on every title; 
and a good.deal on the most important. For various reasons, _ 
as it is for American use, preference is give.1! to American titles '; 
thus we hav~ on London two and one-sixth pages, but on New 
York City three and a half pages. New Haven takes about as '" 
much space as New ZeiIand. What shall be given ' and what " 
omitted under each title depends 'necessarily upon 't.he judgmept 
of e ' ch man in the corps of collaborators, so 'that inequalities 
or disproportions may be found, and -even inconsistencies; thus 
th'e -~lieight of Mt. Marcy is given as 5,402 ft. in one place"and 
5,467 ft. in another. It is to be regretted that the populations are 
all obliged to be given from the censuS ef i870'. ' 
As to names; it is quite certain that places may be sought for 
under one title that are inserted under another. Thus one ma:y 
look for Koe!n, the German name of Cologne, and not find ~t j 
but we find the German names corrsponding to Juliers; Trcrves, 
DeuxPonts, Liege, and Lux~mburg, showing that in il1lportant'pla-" 
ces tl1e native spelling is often given. In Slavonic, Turkish, Arabic, 
and Oriental names, there is a great difficulty in this respect, 
owing to th~ varieties of spelling and misspelling that in ;Englis4 
reRresent and, misrepresent these titles. Thus.in differ,ent ~oeKs ' 
we find the Arabic for Jerusalem given as EI Khuds, EI Kud~, ' 
El Kods, and EI Kads; ' the ' Gazetteer gives the latter only. 
(Who would, except from the context, guess that in the Contem-
porat:y. Review of November, 18"79, "Qur' an" means what we 
. know as the Koran?) In such cases the reader must exel!~~se. a 
la'rge faculty of guessing, remembering that K. C, Ch, and Q 
may replace each other; that i and ee or ou and u may be repre-
sentatives of ,the same sound; that H initial may disapp~ar (as 
in Latin Adrian and Hadrian · are one); and that in Spanish · 
names X and J ar.e one, ar.d both pronounced . iike op.r H. 
Pos.itive errors in the vocabulary are likely to arise from these 
perplexities .. 
Another ecxellenr,e of the Gazetteer is its giving tne pronunei-. 
atiens, which are especiaUy necessary ,on Ellglish names. Wliocan' 
wifhout instruction ,tell how Qur English eonsins plioD.eunee su~h 
. si~p](;·lookin~ 'names-as <;alne. Derb:y, aad ; ]isliagfaD ? ·~n a'~ 
1;1. r 
. " 
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'own country, is Ho;;eoye two, three, or four syllables? Where 
fall$ the accent in Canajoharie? How without the aid of such a 
boC)k can one not a traveler or a New Yorker know that Skaneateles 
, is Skan-e-at'-less? Such a combination as the Hungarian Szabad· 
, szallas we gjve up at once, along ' with Szczuzin, and, its other 
spelling, Schtschutschin; yet they are really not hard to pro-
nounce; they daunt the eye, though the tongue Celli master them. 
We are glad of the historical notes, and wish they could have 
been more numerous and fuller, and thus more accurate. 
A Selection of Spiritual Son/(s with Music,for the Sunday School. Selected 
and arranged by Rev. Charles S. Robinson, D.D. Published by Scribner 
& Co., New York. . 
The publication of this book completes a plan of the com-
. piler to prepare a series of spiritual songs in three volumes, for 
the church and choir, for social worship, and for the Sunday 
'School. He has been assisted in the preparation .of this last vol-' 
ume by that celebrated and popular author and conductor, Prof. 
o Wm. F. Sherwin, which is sufficient to insure the best of skill 
an4 the wisest discrimination in the arrangement and selection 
.of both words and music. The whole make-up of the book is 
attractive in the extreme. The page is large, .the paper fine, the 
o • - print clear., and 'the music, though varied in character, all of a 
.. 'high order and a positive character. The hymns are carefully 
selected, and applied ·to suitable music. Among the hymns are 
. , such grand old lyrics as "Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty," 
. "lJpward where the stll1s are burning," "0 God, the Rock of 
~ - Ages," and others of that class, from such authors as Bickersteth, 
'- :Heber, and Faper, and the translations by Neale, Wi~kworth, 
. Alexander, and Ray Palmer. 
~rhere are some of the grandest English and German chorals 
intermingled . with choice tunes from Emerson, Bassford, Sher-
'win, Palmer, Seward, and other American authors. There are 
also se-veral fine "ariangements" . from Mendelssohn, Moz~rt, 
Handel, Rossini, Concone, Mercadante, · Oberthur, Arthur Sul-
li \ an, and other classical composers, not , too difficult for the 
average school. The ~book seems to occupy a, middle ground· 
between what is too classical on the one hand and too tri~ial on 
-\h~ other. Its melodies are sweet and captivating, and its har-
'~moniessimple and sOulful. The book possesses a charm which 
- r is irresistil;>le; it is in every lespect a work of art, and can not' 
be too h;gl{ly recommended for the use of Sunday schools every~ 
where. It is exquisitely printed and bound, containing 192 
pages, 273 hy.mns. Retail price, 50 cents; sample for examin-
, a~ion', 25 cel!ts. 
. 
Th~ Govf.rn,ment C:'a~s Book. A Youth's Manual of InstructiQn in the Prirl-
clples of Constitutional Government and Law. By Andrew W. Young. 
New. Edition, thoroughly revised by Salter S. Clark: New York: Clark & Ma.yna~d. 1880. 300 pages, 12mo. For intro,duction, 85 cents; for ex. 
ammation, 60 cents. • 
Of the first edition of this book Hon. Newton Bateman said: 
"A careful study of it will render allY young man or woman, o~ 
go.od common sense, perfectly familiar with the fundamental 
p.nnciples of Constitutional, Commo~, Statutory, and Interna-. 
t!onal Law,. an~ send them forth to the world with clear percep-
, 'tlOns of theIr ngl}ts. and duties as citizens, and a love for their 
.. t:ountry and her"institutions, .which will be as enduring as life." 
Fiom the above view it would not become us to dissent. The 
. ' .. GovCllnment Class Book hll;S neen for many y~ars conced~ to be 
_ Well adapted, to give a clear a,nd comprehensive knowledge of 
.. - th~· principles of government. By' availing .themselves of tli~ 
opportunify when new electrotype plates 'had to be ~ade-the 
~ .,old, anes having worn out-of thoroughly revising the work and 
-', , putting it into new ar.d better shape for class use, the publishers 
.. ' , I ...., ' . 
have acted wisely fox: themselves and done the schools and the 
public a favor. 
A noticeable feature of the work is the prominence it gives to 
the nature and operation of state governments. This alone com-
mends the book to the majority of the public schools, for it is 
better to learn about the constitution and laws of one's own state 
than of the nation. It is a lamentable fact that not only b?ys 
but those who help make the laws, or at least vote for the law- ' 
makers, are ignorant of ,the fundamental principles of constitu-
tionallaw or government, and know but little of their rights and 
duties as citizens ota commonwealth. 
The book is divided into two parts. Part I., Principles of 
G'overnment-first, by the state, and second, by the nation; 
Part II., Principles of Law-first, common and statutory law 
(municipal law), and second, international law. This gives tile 
student a view of all his relations as a citizen. 
In the revision the aim hac; been to make the book conform 
more to the later views of things, by re-arranging some parts, 
introducing more system, and adding some of the features which 
later school-book making seems to demand--such as schemes for 
blackboard exercises, review questions, side heads, etc. 
MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND NEWS. 
",,",,"During the past week there were paid out from the ,mints ',;53,496 silver 
dollars, against $222,500 the coqespondini week in 1879 . 
-The Republican majority in the Vermontelection,last week was upwards 
of 25,000. This is a pretty large straw. 
-The Princess Louise has decided to return to Canada, and sails from 
England on the IlIh of N vember . 
-The number of hogs slaughtered and salted by Chicago packers from 
March I to date is 2,359,000, agains.t 1,481;000 for the corresponding Period 
last year. 
-Minister 'White writes from Berlin to deny the report that he 15 intending 
to resign the Presidency of Cornell University, and hopes to return to the 
duties of that position beCore the present academical year closes. . 
-It is a curious fact that thi! Rev. Dr. William Adams, cf New York, was 
the third minister to die within the year, after having been chosen to preach 
th~ sermon b~fore the second Pan-Presbyterian Council, which soon meets at 
Philadelphia, 
-The National Board of Health have decided to remove the inspectors 
from Mi~sissippi River boats bound North on and after [he 15th ins!., believ-
ing all danger of contagious disease is past for this year. ' 
-The New Orleans schools. were closed last month to be reopened when 
there shall be money enough on hand to pay teachers' salaries and other ex-
penses. It is feared that this time will not soon arrive. The city appropriated 
$200,000 for school purposes this year, and it is estimated that it will require 
, $175,000 to pay the teachers what is already due. 
-The University of Pennsylvania wililOl.e $92,050 of the legacies of the 
late Dr. George B. Wood, the estate not having been found productive enough 
to p,ay them in full. The causes are depreciation in the values_ of real estate 
and the failure of the testator's cranberry fields to realize his expectations; 
. The university will receive instead of the pecuniary legacy on $135,000 only 
$42,05°. 
-Senor Madilas Cabr(;ra, representative of the Bolivian Government, is 
known to be on his way to Washington, charged with some kind of diplomatic 
mission. ')1t i~ believed that his object is to 'induce our government to take 
steps to secure an amicable settleinent of the war with Chili. Our govern-
ment, through its Minister, offe~ed to act as mediator some time ago, but 
without success, end it is und!=rstood Senor: Cabrera will urge a more ,pro-
nounced attitude on our part. .As Peru was drawn into the war by the short 
comings of Bolivia, it is co~sidered proper for the latter t~ take the Initiative 
in peace overtures. ' . 
-Prof. Henry Draper has found, from an examination of a photograph of 
the spectrum of Jupiter, that the equatorial region of the planet absorbs light 
from the sun, and emits light at the same !ime. T,his he believes to be be-
cause the incandescent substances of the planet, which produce light, are not 
pot enough to throw out the' more refrangible rays,-while there are other ma-
, erial~ present whicl;!. absorb them fro~ the sunlight. . 
" 
, , ' I , 
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THE WORLD. 
NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, SEPT. 13. 
-A colliery explosion in England destroyed the lives pf upwards of 150 
men last week. The majority were unmarried. 
-Chili has accepted the mediation of the United States in the Peru-Chilian 
war., 
-Dr. Buchanan, the bogus diploma vender, has been arrested and is now 
confined in the Moyamensing prison, Philadelphia. 
-An' alliance has been formed between Austria and Germany which is due, 
it is said, to Russia last year makmg overtures to France for an' alliance 
against Germany, which overtures were communicated to' Prince Bismarck by 
Waddington. 
-The state election in Maine this week has resulted in great disappointment 
if not a defeat to the, Republicans. Instead of a sweeping majority of upwards 
of 6,000, the , vote on Governor i> so close that it will require the returns 
from the remote towns to determine it. The legislature' will probably be 
Republican. So much for ·'fusion." 
-A Cabinet Council, under the Presidency of Grevy, in France, has been 
summoned by De Freycinet for the 18th inst. to decide on tbe course to be 
pursued regarding the non-religio~s confraternities. The excitement among 
the Republican "groups" continues. The political situation is obscure and 
uncertain, but changes in the ministry are regarded as probable, and are free-
ly discussed. A coolness undoubtedly exists between De Freycinet and Gam· 
betta. The position of affairs is regarded in political circles as pregn~nt with 
st9rms and difficulties. 
_Victoria's band of Indians in the southwest has succeeded in giving both 
our government and }he Mexicans considerable trouble. When pursued by 
our troopS they would cross into Mexico, and thus escape. Some time ago 
a request was made of the Mexican government to permit our troops to cross 
the border in pursuit of the savages, ,An answer was received that it would 
not be agreeable to have our troops cross, but that Mexico would endeavor to 
aid in the capture of the Indians by driving them back into the United Stales. 
The raids continue, however, and ' it has recently occu'rred to the State De-
partment that the Mexican Government may demand indemnity for inroads 
from Victoria's band, because they ere United States and not Mexican Indians, 
and have been crossing back and forth at will for some lime. It IS probable 
that reinforcements will be at once dispatched to Colonels Grierson and 
Hatch, in order that they may be better able to 'guard the crossing of the Rio 
Grande, and effect the extermination or capture of the Indiar.s. Scouts have 
discovered Victoria's main camp in Corral-de-PiEdras, in Mexico. Various 
raiding expeditions are being scattered over the states of Chihuahua. Gove· 
. nor Terras says he has increased the Jeward offered for Victoria.'s scalp from 
$::,000 to $3,000. 
:...... The disturbances throughout Armenia continue, and an insllrrection is 
threatened. The P.orte sent .a note to the Powers ~tating that it was impossi-
ble to accept their proposals with reference to the Greek frontier, and beggmg 
them in the name of justice to allow negotiations to be opened. To this the 
powers replied in a severely critical tone, declaring the promised reforms ,of 
the porte inadequate" warning him against seeking excuses for delay, and de-
manding decentralization and the restoration of order. The cession of 'Dul-
clgno has not yet been accomplished. The French ships which were to par-
ticipate in the naval demonstration were expected to ardve Monday, the l'3th. 
The British V~ce Admiral, Seymour, seems placed in a very difficult and im~ 
portant position. Judicious management on his part will prevent the c;xplo-
~ion of.most dangeroJls elem,~p.t~ n~w threatened: A misunderstan 'ing has 
already arisen between the Austrian and Italian Admirals, the hitter liaving 
faned to salute on the arrival of the former. The alfair, however, has been ad_ 
justed,the salute being fired next,day. The Fre~ch Admiral has beel} ~njoined 
to e~ercise the utmost caution and care. The Prince of MontenegrQ insists that 
the powers are bound iq honor to procure the cession of Dulcigno. The na-
~al demonstra'ti~~ is postponed a few days in order to avoid seiious trouble if 
, possible. Russia is in favor of taking immediate action against Turkey, but 
England and Austria advise more moderate action. 
HORSFORD'S AciD PHOSPHATE. 
In NervoUs Diseases. 
, Having used it very considerably, I can testify to its great val1\.e in func-, 
tional 'derangements of th.e secretory' and nervo,us sy'sterns. . 
RUTLAND, VT. I • • , CHAS'. WOODHOUSE, M. D. 
Orders for Grub~'s Mdkod are coming in from all parts of the country • • 
The little work is highly appreciated by all primary teachers. An order from 
Lancaster, Ohio, says: "We have used it in two of our 'primary schools the 
past year with most satisfactory results. It will be used by all our prim'ary 
, teachers this year." 
ILLINOIS. 
Joseph G. Wright Is' the ne.w principal at Altamont. 
Other late engagemenb are S. M. Heslitt, Mendota; Mr. Muffy, Piper ' 
City; E. P. Adams, Elliot; J. M. Fisk, Ridott; S. C. Ransom, Gilson; Theo. 
Axline, Wataga; J. W.Adams,Forest. 
A. W. McPherson and W. W. Stetson are the new principals at Rockford: 
O. F. Barber remains in his old position. 
, , 
-A "reformed speller" writes to the Chicago Inter' Ocean: "I se that your 
contemporary of the Tribune, who professes to hev adopted the reformed 
spelling, prints 'dilema' and 'assessment' in parallel columns. Now I. too, ,_. 
bel eve in reform, and I think the man who spells 'dilema, with one 111, and 
yet puts four s's into 'asesment,' ot to rcserv at least one of the superfluous s's 
in order to write himself down an as." 
PEARLS. 
ALL the 'ordinary associations of pearls are SG dainty~ 'and the beauty of the gems themselves is S0 delicate, that it is· diffi-
cult to connect with them the grisly dangers that really attenq 
their collection. Yet, according to the Indian papers, no fewer 
than thirty divers were killed last season. by sharks and othe~ sea 
monsters while gathering in the precious shells; and the treaslires 
of the deep seem therefore to be still as jealously guarded as in 
the olden'days of the myths, when the sea· caves were watched 
by dreadful scylla-dragons, and the mermen's hoards were in 
the safe' keeping of Acretes: , sailor-devouring crew. Indeed, 
beautiful though pearls are, and romantic as are all their tradi-
tions, the circurnstances under which they'are found and col- , 
lected are so singularly disagreeable that it seems as if Natllre 
had wished to reach man a l!,!sson by showing him under ~B.a! ' 
ugly conditions the most exquisite results may be obtain~d. -To ' " 
tHe oyst!!! itself the' pearl must be an unqualified abGminat·ion, 
and it is a strange reflection, therefore, that what the unhappy , 
mollusc would gladly be rid of, man imperils' his' life and squan ... 
ders his fortune to acquire. In some qnlucky moment the oys-
ter has admitted mto .its shell a grain of sand, and the sharp- ' 
edged atom irritates the tender creature-so tender, indeed, tliat , 
, it will only live within walls of mother-of-pe~rl~and to defend 
itself against the obnoxio.!ls intruder, which it can neither eat, 
nor expel, it covers the grain with th: ~ substance we call "pearl. it " i 
The eccentric magician who thus, returning evil for good: .e1l~ . 
dows with priceless valt;e the vagabond atom, SG incomparablY, . 
worthless before, does not, however, remain' content with having 
l'endered its annoyer harmless, but continues to heap coals of, 
fire on i1s head-conlinues, that is, to lay on film after - film, ' . 
smothering the wretched grit deepef an<;l deeper in the pr~cieus' ,,. r 
substance, until the speck,. once only a gr~in of Sand ' upon the ", 
seashore, grows into the fascinating gen1 against which diiVers " , 
stake their lives, and which the East and. the W~st compete to -
buy. Rarely, indeed, do :such extremes meet, and it is no won-
der, then, that fable is so full of morals drawn from' "the fair'> • 
pearl in the foul oyster," or that Nature, having given the hum-
ble shell-fish grovelling on the sea-bed sucIi a high prerogative of ' . 
distinction, should have kept the secrr.t of all other gems within .. , 
her own laboratory. Men failed a~ firlit to' catch tn'e. ~eahibg ef : ) ,I, 
her cGnduct, and looked in nallier creature::.-the tiger's heart, . 
the eagle's brain, the serpent's head":-f0l' Nature's mest ,precious' - --
works; 'and while philosophers' stenes and the ~tites and ' \lasil.- , : 
, , , , L Continued on paae 120.1. .' 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
GEOGRAPHICAL COMPOSITIONS. 
I. 
"MY NATIVE PLACE." 
(In your description use the following "outlines," making a paragraph out 
of each heading. Mark a new paragraph by beginning the first line half an 
inch to the right of the left hand margin. At home, ask your parents what 
you do not know.) 
{ Name of place; in what state and county; on what river, I. SITUATION. lake, bay, or other water; near what city or town. 
{ Size, population, trade, railroads, steamers, ships, mills, 2. DESCRIPTION. factories, farm products, lumber, Iive.stock, etc. 
, { Mention any objects of special interest, sucb as mountai.ns, 
3. SPECIAL. parks, gardens, buildings, etc. Close with any mterestmg 
event in the history of the place. 
II. • 
THE STATE IN Wlj:ICH I LIVE. 
I. Situation and Size-In w.hat part of our country; boundaries; com_ 
parative size; area in square miles. 
2. R esourus.-Farm products; Iive·stock; mines; manufactures; com-
merce, etc. . 
' 3. Climat~.-Hot or cold; healthful or otherwise; snow, rain, etc. 
4 . . TJu Inhabitants.-Poj)ulation; occupations, etc. 
S. Cities.-Name the ~apital, and tw.o or three chief cities, te~ing the situ-
ation of each, and stating something interesting abQut each. 
6. ·HistMical. - When, where, and by whom was the state settled, adding 
any other facts of iilterest. 
(Compositions to be written at home, and read in the class as a reading les-
· son. _ .Pupils will question their parents about facts required.) 
ill. 
OUR COUNTRY. 
(Study your geography. Make a paragraph out of each "heading.") 
I. Situation and size.-State in what part of the world; area, length and 
width; boundaries. 
2. P"ysical features.-Its three great natural divisiens; chief mountain 
systems; five great rivers; great lakes. 
3. Political divisions.-Number of states and territories; sections, or 
groups into which they are divided. . 
4. Resources.-Sources of wealth, such as mines, forests, fisheries, manu' 
factures, farm products, cJ)mmerce, etc., and the leading pursuits in the d}ffer-
ent sections. 
S. €Iimate.-Of the northern belt ; southern i. plateau region; Pac.ific coast. 
6. Commerce.-Chief expor.ts arid imports; the great commercial cities. 
7. Ifistorical.-When settled and bY ,wl\om; when made. a nation; the 
pc;ople arid government. . 
. ' (Teachers will require the corrected and re-written compositions to be 
read in class, /IS a reading lesson.)"""" 70"n Swett, Principal Girls Hig" 
Sc"ool, San Francisco. 
======== 
WHISPERING. 
Many teachers are fretted and troubled by the whispering of their pupils • . 
They ask, "How can we stop whispering?" Suppose ~e put this in another 
aspect and ask "How shall we prevent their wanting to whisper?" The 
usual way is to have a rule against it and a penalty. So much is deducted 
from their standing, or they are made to s tay i~ at recess or after school. But 
let the teacher give the pupils employment, and then they will not be likely 
, to. whisper. "An ounce of prevention is wort~ a pound of cure." ,It is not 
· well to make a rule against Whispering. Let the pupils know that you do not 
, want it done, and then try the effect of employment. At all events do not 
, consider-the scholar as a reprobate if he will whisper. Reflect what you 
I would do under the same circumstances;' reflect further that teac1!ers are 
· very apt to whisper 'whell together. And if a pupil whispers, it is not abso-
lutely necessary to rap on your desk and look crossly at him." The ·world will 
not fall to p~eces if one or ten whisper each day. Be brave then and ~o not 
be frightened if: one whispers •. 
Let us now see how it can be stopped, for a school· room that is rull of 
noise and confusion is an . unsightly spectacle. Noise and study are incom-
patible. Explain tliis to the scholars and enlist their. aid in the matter. Make 
tliem find that you }Vant 'to make the room pleasant ~ that you do not want 
them 'to be troubled and haralScd by others interrupqng them. These plans 
Play be tried to a'ccus\om the.children to abstain from . speak~ng. 
(I) Ask them to go without whispering for a half hour, or hour, and at 
the end of that time ascertain who have succeeded, letting them raise their 
hands. Commend their success; give them a little rest, and let them try 
another period . . 
(2) Have a period set apart for speaking, by having a large card marked, 
"Study Hour," on one side and "Needful Speech," on the other. At the 
end of each hour tum this card. 
(3) Keep an eye on the noisy ones, and give them a separate place to sit, 
not so much from plolnisbment as to prevent them troubling others. . 
(4) Keep a record of those who whisper much, and class them as "Disor- ' 
derly;" and lower their standing for good behavior. This needs to be handled 
with care. 
(5) Detain those. who are noisy, and try to influence them by a kind per-
sonal talk. 
(6)' Appoint some of these as monitors. 
(7) Give extra employment to those who seek ~o have time to whisper. 
(8) Make a g"reat distinction between those who whisper abo'ut tPeir stud. 
ies and those who whisper about mischief. 
(9) Dismiss in the order of orderly conduct as you have noted it-saying 
I will dismiss in the classes-(a) "Those who have seemed to me to be suc-
cessful in managing themselves ; these may stand-James, :lenry, etc., etc." 
After dismissing these-(b) "Those who have seemed to me to be moderately . 
successful: these may stand-William, Mary, etc." A:fter dismissing these; 
(c) "Those who have had the best success, thes~ may stand-Susan, etc." 
Then dismiss these. 
There are many other meth~ds, but the above carefully applied and fol-
low~d by close personal attention will generally suffice.-.N. Y. School 70ur~ 
nal. 
MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. 
DAVID KIRK, Editor, Jackson, Minn. 
AN INTERESTIAG THEOREM. fI 
A late number of the Canada School 70urnal cievotes considerable space, 
in its mathematical department, to the discussion of a celebrated theorem, viz.: 
"If the bisectors of the angles at the base of a triangle are equal, the triangle 
is isosceles." 
The bisectors are supposed to terminate at the sides of the triangle, or on 
the line which bisects the vertical angle. Prof. Sylvester has shown that this 
theorem is pot su .. ceptibl~ ,of a direct demonstration, though his conclusions 
are doubted by some. The demonstrations in the "Journal" all employ the 
reductio ad absurdum proceMs. 
Why a direct proof should be regarded as more satisfactory than an indi-
rect one is not easily seen, nor is it worth while to seek for the former when 
the latter naturally suggests itself. I . 
PRIME NUMBERS. 
The Analyst for July gives some interesting particulars concerning prime 
numbers taken from J. W. L . Glaisher's report to the British Association, 
giving the number of primes in the fourth million. 
It is also shown that the empirical formulas for determining primes fail to 
give correct results, some giving more and, others less than the true results. 
Legendre's formula is I x A' in which the value of A is taken equal to 
ogx-
COMPLETING THE SQUARE. 
Text·books ~n Algebra usually give two rules for completing the square in 
affectedjlUa?ratics: A third rule may he given as follows': . 
Multiply both memb~rs of the equation by the coefficient of the highest 
power ol ·x, and add the square of ;{ the coefficient of the lowest power of x 
to both sides. Sometimes this rule will be f01lnd more convenient than either 
of the others. Every complete quadratIc can be changed to a pure quadratic 
by substituting for the ,unknown quantity, a new unknown quantity minus th"e 
coefficient of the second term divided by 2, and it would be well to ~equire 
pupils to solve some ex~ples in this way. 
ADDITION. 
Many persons find It difficult to add a column of figures and obtain the 
same sum twice in' succession. Even mathematicians often find addition an 
i~k60me task. 
The mind may be r~lieved- of a part of its burden in adding, by the artifice 
" . ' 
, \ 
--
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- of placing a dot every time 30, or some convenient number,is reached. If, for 
instance, the first five figures produce a sum of 33, we place a dot at the right 
of the figure last added, and take along the 3, adding and marking as before. 
The last excess over 30 is to be added to as many times 30 as there are dots. 
An ingenious adding machine invented by a Minnesota man consists of a 
notched wheel opernted by nine keys, corresponding to the nine digits. The 
key marked seven turns the wheel seven notches, and the other keys move 
the wheel according to the same law. The sum is finally found on the rim 
of ·the wheel. 
PROBLEM BY J. w. PORTER. 
"A body 50 feet from the ground falls 1'6 Yz feet the first sec0nd, 3 times as ' 
far the next second,s times as far the 3d second, and so on. How long be-
jor.e it comes to rest rebounding half the distance each fall ?" 
Put g =16Yz feet, distnnce dropped 1st second. 
,I m=2, ratio for ascending Geometrical series. 
., a=25 feet, 1st rebound. Then will 
ma=50 feet; height from whicb body falls. 
_ Let r~time in seconds of fans and r:.bound.=. _ 
To find ti~e offalls we have ~ +..J; +..Jg~n +~.;. .. ~ .. .... to infinity. 
To find time of rebounds we have ~ +..Jg:~+~+~g~3 to infinity. 
, . .' /rna 
We will reverse the terms, then Istterm=o,and last term:-::'J g in series of 
falls. 
Also 1St term=O, and last team= I~in series of rebounds. 
. "\Jg 
Then by the Geometrical formula to find sum of an infinite a!>cending series, 
\ rl 1Jl va I 
viz: r-l we have vi(Ttn-I) =Sum of first series, time of falls. 
"m;; S . . Also v'g( '1m- I) = urn of se~ond senes, time o( rebounds.. Adding these · 
. . v'ma(v'm+l) 
results we find the whole time T= vg (v'm+I) 
Introducing values of m, a, and g , in this General Formula we have Z'= 
"50 ("2+1) 
"16 Yz( ,,2:.- I . Expanding 1st term, and rationalizing 2nd ·term of denom-
v' 5op+2 ,,'2) 
inator, "W . E~panding numerator, and mUltiplying each term of 
• . ' . . 3 " 50+2 {100 
denominator by 3, and extracting square root of Its denommator ! v' 576 
MultiplVing numerator and denominator by 6 and simplifying terms of numer- , 
90 v'2+120 . 30 (3'12+4) 
ator .,- ,from which " - 7 . =10.2765737 sec. Ans. 
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D. H. DAVISON. 
dium size, and modestly assumes to meet the wants of Bradford county. In 
doing this it must d9 well, for it is a good county, and scbool teachers need 
about the same kind of a paper everywhere. Price, fifty cents per year. 
A late arrival in Chicago is Waggoner's Westtnt Educational Journal, a 
purely business enterprise. . It is published with tbe least expense possible, 
magazine form, but with no cover, and only sixteen pages. Its editorials are 
good, though there is little in the paper to catch the sympathy of teachers, and 
much that is . mere stuff. The paper may have a mission, but it is hard to 
discover it. 
We must not forget in this enumeration The Educator, " a weekly educa-
tional and art journal," Jlublished at Boonville, Ind., by G. R. Harris, $1.00 
per year. It is about the thinnest educational paper we ever saw -published 
by a white man. Number 13 is dated July 23 on _one page a~d ~ugust 14· 
on another; Number 14 is dated August 28. Two copies are received in a 
single wrapper about once a month. 
. THE "YOUNG GIANTS." 
The Sckool Bulletin and N ew York State Educational Journal, of Syra-
cuse, N. Y., is the oldest and the boldest. He walked away with the New 
York Statt E ducational Journal the first time they ruet. Our friend Bar-
deen tried the miscellaneous book business for a couple of years, by uniting 
his interests with those of a bookseller of that -city, but recently the firm 
has been dissolved and. Mr. Batdeen goes ahead with only the School Bulle-
tin Publications and his printing office. If not the "shillelah," the rawhide 
or something equally effective is kept within reach of his' right hand when. he 
Sits down to write for his paper, and we usually see its marks when the paper 
comes out. 
We think, the Practical Teacker should be classed among the '''Young Gi-
ants," for it has shown a remarkable degree of energy and backbone during 
its comparatively short career. In circulation it lIas steadily gained from the 
start, three years ago; and now it has a valiant agent in tbe field who expects 
to secure more subscriptions from teachels easily terrified than aU the agents 
for the eight different editions of the WEEKLY. It is published in a semi-
magazine for,m. It began its career with sixteen pages. After a time it. passed 
into new hands, and to signalize their enterprise a cover was added with an' 
engraved title page. This form was changed about a year ago for a smaIler 
pa~e, and a new departure was made in -the make· up of the paper. But Mr. 
KimbaIl,one .o'f the publishers, chose the ferule and is now in charge of the 
scbools at Elgin, Ill., his former field of labor, and' Mr. Klein has courage-
ously gone ahead with his changes. He now publishes once in two weeks 
instead of monthly, and has reduced the number of . pages to twelve. The 
subscription price at the same time is increased from one doIlar to a dollar 
and a quarter. 
The Central Sckool Journal, of Keokuk, la., is a fine specimen of Young 
Giant. Ten county superintendents (that were) in Southern Iowa put $1,000 
in the bank as backing for the paper and entrusted its chief management to 
W. J. Medes, one of their number. He . has shown marked ability and so 
far achieved success. His circulars tell some large stories, but we believ~ 
them all. The paper must have a large circulation, and its advertising rates 
/ . 
ON EDUCA TIONAL JOURNALS. 
I are very low. Its subscription price is only fifty cents a year. 
THE WEEKLY takes ple~sure in·.extending a welcome to several new and ambitious contemporanes. With every season there come a dozen or so b~ring the initial imprint-"Vol. I., No. I." Some of them render a g90d 
service for a time and then tire of well doing and-re-tire. Others patiently 
persist and deserv~ the (a~or and encouragement of all teachers, though we 
. fear they get but little. of either. , 
"THE VERY LATEST." 
The very latest accoessio)l to the ranks of school journalism is a four-page 
sheet called Sckool and Sckolar, published by J. I. Thompsou, East Lynne, 
'Mo., at one dollar per year. It means well, an~ if it does not become too 
ambitious it will do weJI. Its mission is at present to supply a local want. 
"The September number of our paper will go into most every home in Cass 
county." It is edited by a man of experience and, considernble ability. The 
selections republished in the first number are noticeably. well. chosen. 
There is a weekly school journal published in San FranCISCo, Cal., called 
the San Francisco Public Sckool Record. It is d'!signed entirely for the chilo. 
dren in the public schools, and seems to perform its mission extremely well. 
It deserves and we beiieve it has a 'larg.e circulation in that city. Pri.ce" $2.00 
'per year. Eight pages.' . 
_ Another-weekly jou,rnal of late origin is the Bradford County School 'Jour-
,.al, of Towanda, Pa., now .~ompleting its first year. It is a folio sheet, me-
But the giantest of all the young giants is the Normal Ttaclul:, of Dan-
v.j))e, Ind. J . E. Sherrill, its editor and publisher, claims a circulation for it 
larger than he will concede to any other educational journal except one. It 
is a good journal-full of what tellchers call "practical" articles; and is I!ner- ' 
getically pushed by agents. . 
The Iowa Normal Montkly 'has been a good journal from the start. It is 
not ~lp enough to despise the classification given it, though it ' resembles the 
best and most,permanent of our state journals in its genernl character aud 
management. It is edited and published by W. J. Shoup, one of Dubuque's 
. school principals, at $1.50 per ye,ar. (Sub~criptions taken for li.oo.) 
(To be concluded.) 
-The Stewar, endowments for the cathedral and schools at Garden City, 
L. 1., amount already to $3,000,000. This large sum will be supplemented .. 
by a fund sufficient to maintain tbe~e institutions in perpetuity. 
-Among the duties to be performed by the four inspectors who are to be 
appointed by the San Francisco School Directors, is the enforcement of the 
rules' excluding sectarian' books and teachmgs fro~ the schools, and prescIib-
ing such instruction as shall enable pupils 'to earn a liVing, and cultivate a 
. respect for truth, labor and ind~try ." . This Board of InspectorS pas power 
only to examine the schools, to report concenling them, and to.enfoICc the 
rules o(Dire~tors, who will limit its term of office~t pleasure. 
, 
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THE STATES. 
IOWA.-Mr. c. C. Chamberlain, principal of the Council Bluffs Academy, 
succeeds Mr. Folsom as superintendent of the State Deaf and Dumb Insti-
tution. ' 
An Illinois man is in charge of the Lyons public schools, we believe it is 
Dobbins of Champaign. 
Mr. Grundy is principal of the pyersville school. Mr. Grundy is a grad-
,. uate of the State Normal School. 
Teachers' ,Associations in Jasper county are thoroughly organized. 
W. F. Cramer is principal of the Waverly schools. Mr. Grant goes to Peo-
ria, Ill. 
Argus Cox is principal at Milton. 
Supt. Mapel is succeeded at McGregor by. a college class-mate, Mr. Ba~er. 
The school board of East Des Moines has adopted a rule that "hereafter 
no person shall be appointed or re.appointed a teacher in the schools of East 
Des Moines who shall not have passed the ex~ination required, and who 
has~not attained the:age of majority. 
'. The Jasper county institute enrolled 335, probably a larger number than 
any other institute in the West.-
Chariton schools are in charge of Mr. Cotton, late principal at Indianola; 
Millersburg in charge of Matt Porter, of Oskaloosa College. 
Mr. Fellows, of ,Knoxville, is principal of the school , at LeMars; but Mr. 
Weaver, tlie former principal, claims that he was .engkged by ,the school 
bOard, and has· appealed to the State Superintendent. In his acceptance ohhe 
, board's election he used some language which di;pleased the board and they 
rescin!,led the appoin.tment. ' 
.¥r. N. E. Leach, late principal at North Manchester takes charge of the 
Quasqueton schools. ' . , 
Mr. S. L. Hague, a recent graduate Knox College, Ill., has taken the 
Prairie City schools. 
Mr. Woodruff succeeds Mr. Bingham as principal at Marengo. ' 
Au institute for a two weeks' session opened Sept. 6, at Swan Lake; Sept. 
13 at Nashua, Denison and Lake Mills ~Tof. ·L. F. Parker, 0; the State Unive~ity, has taken charge 'of an "Ed~­
Caho?al and Literary" column in the Iowa City weekly Repubiican, in which 
he will make . University facts' and interests a leading feature. He invites 
correipondence from all who have been in any way connected with the Uni-
versity. 
Epworth Seminary opens this fall with the largest attendance in twenty 
three years. It is twenty per cent better than last fall. 
. The boud of Education of Binghamton, N. y., where the new Council 
Blu~ superint~ndent comes, from, adopted the (ollowing testimonial ~n the 
9j:culon of his resignation: 
'. "In acc~ting t~e resignation of Prof. Geo. L. Farnham, this Board deems 
It:a proper, occasion to expr~ its appreciation of the ,services re",dere...d by Ih~ to thecause. of ed~ca~IO~ m the city of Binghamton. " , 
On the unanimous mVlta,h,on of the Board of Education of thiS city, Prof • . 
Farnham accepted .the position of S.uperintendent of schools about eleven 
yeat:s ago, and for SIX years ~evoted his untiring energies to the building up 
of. th~ school system of the City, and to ,the promotion of sound educational 
.pnnclples: ,The progress made in this work is manifest in our excellent 
schOC?I bUlld!ngs, ,(th~ Oak street school building eleven years ago being the 
best m the City), m Improved methods of ,instruction now being recognized 
and adopted by our best educators as the true methods, and in our present 
syste~ of school organization. For the past two years he has been Principal 
?f the Carroll street school, and his labors here have been crowned with mer-lt~d succ~. Having accepted a position of superintendent of schools in ,a 
dIStant City, ~e thanks of this Board are hereby extended to him for the yal~able serviCes re,!1dered, for the faithful and conscientious discharge of 
evc:ry known duty, and for the self-sacrificing abnegation evinced in the 
fulfillment o( the great Ir\lSts committed to his care." 
f MICHIG~N.-Miss Cornelia Eddy, of Hartfo;d, Conn., has taken ch~rge of 
the Holyoke Female Seminary, at Kalamazoo, tbe entire debt of more than 
~ '18,000 liaviDg been secured. 
Prin. D. A. Allen, of Quincy, has had his salary increased '$100; he now 
receives' $,.800- The board has purchased '150 wortli of apparatus .for the 
. school, and the best of sentiment prevails. Mr. Allen is a fine scholar-a 
gra<1uate of the University, and could command a much larger sala~ in 
other business. The schools will do well to keep him. ' 
Three ladies ~oted at the annual school meeting in A~n Arbor last week, 
, The Ann Aroor'scliool censUs shows tha~ there are 2,676 ch!1.dren of, s~hool , 
~e in the city, an increasl: of r63 for the year. ' " ' 
Supt,!W. ,:,? Perry'il -repOrt of the Anll"Arl)or public sclio~ls is a valgable 
document. The tuition from non-residents last year amounted to $3,967.56 ; 
cost of superintendence and instruction, $17,650.70; cost per capita for in· 
struction, high school, $20,30; grammar department, $12-39; primary, $7.82; 
per cent of attendance,95 .-5. Supt. Perry says: "The tendency of present 
thought and practice is to simplify and intensify-fewer branches and more . 
drill on each." He adds: "Probably it must be expected that no inconsid-
erable portion of society will forever mistake, in education, between quantitY 
of book work and actual acquirements, between getting over a course of study 
'and mental growih." 
Miss Frederika Perry rnd Miss Ellen Martin, the only ladies' law firm fn 
Chicago; are both graduates of the law department of the University of Mich-
igan. Miss Perry is said to be a worthy example of the successful western 
woman, quiet, but "mighty In earnest." 
The followmg are the teachers in the Chelsea school for the 'ensuing year: 
Prof. P. M. Parker. Miss Kishner, Miss Foote, Miss Depew, Miss Jennie 
Hoag, Miss Dora Harrington, and Mrs. Helen Miller. ' 
The crowded condition of the Battle Creek high school has made it, neces-
sary to engage an additional teacher. Seventy new volumes have just been 
added to the library. 
The Kalamazoo school board are struggling to find room for the pupils. 
Miss Anna A. Nichols, of Ann Arbor, has just been added to the faculty 
of the Ann Arbor school of music. 
Examinations of applicants for admission to the Unive~ity will begin 
September 23. 
Prof. W. H. Payne, of the ([niversity, has charge of the Adrian public 
schools during the absence of Supt. Cocker, who has been spending his va-
cation in Europe. ' 
There are 235 students in attendance at Battle Creek C!>llege. 
Newspapers and magazines take the place ofr~aders in the Marsball schools. 
Supt. E. B. Fairfield, Jr., Tecumseh, has started off nicely in his new field 
of labor. 
C. A. Brush has charge of tbe school at Bloomfield Center, Oakland. 
The Michigan ,Military' Academy reopened yesterday. 
510 school children in Dowagiac. , 
5,411 school children in Bay City-an increase of 1,200 in a year. 
'On September 25, the people of Big Rapids are to vote on the question of 
raising $1,200 for a high school building. 
INDIANA.-142 more pupils were enrolled in the South Bend schools at 
the opening this year than last. The enrollment in the high school, C. 1iI.. 
Bartlett, Priodpal, was 107, 
MINNESOTA.-The wife of Prof. B. M. Reynolds was suddenly attacked, ' 
about four weeks since, with a severe paralytic stroke. She is now slowly 
recovering. The Professor intends to move his family this fall from La-
Crosse, where they have, resided constantly for several years, to Northfield, 
Minn.; where he is in charge of,the high school.- Wisconsin Journal of Ed-
ucation. 
Mr. George W. Hatch, principal at Brownsdale', is a graduate of Ripon 
College, class, of '80. 
,Mr. A. R., ,Ames, formerly superintendent of the first district of Dane 
county, Wisconsin, is principal of the high school at Detroit. . 
Mr. W. B. Waterbury, late principal at Hampton, la., is in ,charge of the 
schools at Waseca. The Herald of that place says: "With an examination 
of ten questions in each of fourteen branches the average standing of frof. 
' Waterbury is 97~." 
The state debt is $136.000; tbe school fund amounts to $4,000,000. 
NEBIlASKA.-George B.~'Lane, of St. Louis, is the ntw superintendent 0(- , 
the d"'inaha schools. His presence thus far bas impressed the Omaha: people 
very favprably. With a new superintendent and Ii new'high school principal, 
a marked improvement in the' puplic schools is prophesied. Sup't Lane'. 
saJary is $2,400. 
The following are a few of the graded school principals employed in this 
state: Geneva. Mr. Caldwell; ,Harvard, F. L, Foreman; Kearney, W.]; 
Brown'; Tecumseh, W. C. Moyer; Humboldt, Mr, Smutz; Papillon, Mr • 
' Royce; Sidney, Mr. Brenton; Syracuse, J. vi. Swan; Central City, Mr~ 
Baker; St. Paul, Miss Loder; Hebron, Mr. Dusenbery; 'Falls City, Mr. 
Rich; Red Cloud,'Mr. Funk; Fairbury, C. D. Hubb'ell; Stelle City, Agnes 
Melville; Calhoun, R. L, Livingston; Bell Creek, Mrs. R. E. ,Lord. . " 
"I:. D, Brpolts, of Conway,O., has ~aken charge of the schools;tt Blair" 
Kearney's new school buildin~ 'is to cost 'from'$20;OOO, to $2S'~' - . 
A. Farw~l1 has open~d,a classi~ a~ad~my at Ashland.' An , acadeD.lY· liaS 
, , 
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also been opened in Hastings, E . G. Kimball and Minnie Kimball are in i 
charge. At Gibbon, the Bapttst academy will be in charge of Rev. G.' W. I 
. R,eed. I 
Supt. W. W. W. Jones, of Lincoln, is the Republican,nominee for State Su-
perintendent. 
WISCONSIN.-At the examination for state certificates last August the suc-
cessful candidates were J. B. E~tee, of Milton Junction; Miss Mary Lantry, 
of Manitowoc,; Miss H uriet Salisbury, of Whitewater; and Edwin Auers- ' 
wald, of Chicago. Mr. Auer.wald has been engaged as principal of the , 
Marinette high school. The result of his examination ;was creditable, in the 
highest degree. , ' _ , 
Late engagements in the public schools are the following: Beaver Dam 
T. B. Pray, of Tomah; Tomah, Mr. Hinkley, of Dixon, Ill.; Lancaster ' 
R. L. Reed, of Prescott; Waterloo, J. G. Conway, of Hillsborough: Hills-
borough, F. S, Mack, of Johnstown; O(:onomowoc, I. N. Stewart, of Berlin. 
The new school building at Cylon, St. Croix County; will cost $1,375 , 
exciusive of furniture, apparatus, ventilators, etc., all of which are to be 
furnished new. 
Sup't Jones, of Rock county, 'announces that there will be an exhibition 
of school work made during the ensuing year in his county. 
Prof. C. W. Roby has taken charge of the pUblic scool in Portland, Oregon; . 
salary, $1,800 per annum. 1 
The school census of Elkhorn shows about 335 children of school age, a 
slight falling off fr:lm last year; 
. The first issue of the Ripon College News Letter is a bright and interesting : 
number. It represents the college as well attended this year and everything . 
moving along nicely. ' 
, The Kenosha Telegraph unanimously advises the union of city and county 
superintendent of schools in one person. As defense for such advice it cites 
the county of Manitowoc, "with its 40,000 inhabitants and more than a hun-
dred s&hools." It says "the result has been to raise the schools of the city , 
and county from a very low position to the first rank in the state." We know 
there are good schools in Manitowoc, but they were nolt in a' ''very low po-
sition" before the county superintendency was imposed upon one of the 
city principals. We can not see how such doubling upof the work will ben-
efit the schools. We shall be glad to hear from Superintendent-Principal 
Viebahn on the subject. 
'Hosea Barnes, who has been editing the Kenosha 'I elegniph for a few ' 
months past, has accepted the principalship of the River Falls high school, 
and will enter upon his duties there Octobcr I. 
Appleton's Cyclopredia and other valuable books were recently stolen from 
the high school room of the Kenosha public school. 
School district No. II, of Wheatland, will erect a $500 school-house. This 
will 'make four new school houses for Wheatland this summer. . 
, The fall term of the Green County Normal school is now in session at 
Princeton; it commenced Monday, August 23, to ' continue six weeks. Prof. 
Salisbury is to take charge of the class the last two weeks. 
,\ -'--
OHIo.-Special Telegram to Tlu Inter Occan.-WASHINGTON, Sept. 12.-
Miss Annie B. Irish has been elected Le~turer on Modern Literature in the 
lJniversityof Wooster, Ohio. This ,appointment is made having in Vlew the 
permanent' connect~on of Miss Irish with this institution in some one of i.ts 
chairs of languages so soon as she shall ~ave completed her engagements m 
WaShington: She has been in charge of the foreign correspondence of the 
Interior Department during this administration as the translator, and is now 
engaged in addition upon the very important work of ':classification ,of the 
library. The, officials. of the depart~ent will' not consent to, l1er departure ;until 
_ she' has completed this task, which will take about twi> months. Mi~ Irisp 
is peculiarly fitted for this work, having devoted , her life' to the m~te~ ,of 
modem languages, bein~ a master of French, German, and ScandmaVlan, 
and more or less versed ',in the Spanish and 'Italian. , 
In this 'connection it may be appropriate to correct a rumor that has been 
oing the rounds of the press for some montlls to th~ effect that she was 
!ngaged to be married to Secretary , Schurz. It is authori~tively stated tqat 
t4ere is no foundation for such a repo~t, nor never has been. 
' ILLINOls.-McGregor has taken the schools ,at I;.aSalle and has a grarld 
field (o~ 'Work this year. , 
Prin. C. ,I. P~rker, of Chicago, is obliged to wait till ~early the first of. 
October before )pening his school, on account of the erection of a new 
.diool l:!.~ulding. Meantime; her.is prosecuting an engagement ~ent~,red into 
"'" 
early in vacation-selling Rand & McNally's maps to schools. Already 
many of the leading schools of the state have ordered one or more of the 
maps, and Mr. Parker is now absent giving others an opportunity • 
The arrangements for the meeting of the State Teachers' Association' Dec 
28, 29, 30 are already completed. The committee, consisting of P. R 
Walker, Rochelle; C.!. Parker .. Chicago; and S. E. Harwood, Carbondale, 
have decided to hold the meeting in Springfield. -Que and one third rates 
have been obtained f~om railrqads.. The -Lindell Hot~l will ch!lrge two 
dollars a day, other hotels $[.50. Tuesday evening Col. Parker 'of Quincy 
will lecture before the association On Supervision of Schools;, Wednesday 
evening Supt. Peaslee, of CincintHti, will lecture on Literature. A new 
feature of this meeting will be the music, which will be under tlie direction 
of Supt. A. R. Sabin, of L'lke Fore.t. A quartette of singers will accompa_ 
ny Mr. Sabin from his home. Another feature wilt' be the di~cussioD!;-it 
having been arranged so that with only one exception each half-day session 
will be devoted to a single paper. Springfield is ~ good place and everything 
is favorable for a good atten~ance and an enjoyable time. 
, E. J.. James. Principal of the Normal University High School, is taking hil 
place among the leading educators of th~ country. At th!! Put-in-Bay meet-
ing of Western Normd Worker. be presented a paper on the relation of 
academies to strictly professional w.ork, and was made secretary of the 
association. " , 
At a recellt Macon county teachers' examination where ther~ :were one 
hundred and twenty applicants, all but one of those who take no educationa 
journals were among the failures: Is there a lesson to learn from this? 
, Cairo school year _does not begin till 'the fir.t Monday in October. 
Miss Mary A. Hawiey of Normal class of '73 was married Aug. 5 to I 
Wade H. Richardson. Tlu: wedding occ\!orred at Chicago and the ' home 
of the new family will be Milwaukee. 
Dr. Bateman is expected to return from Europe about the fir.t of October. 
He will find Knox College grandly started on the year's work. 
Jno. Trainer, Co. Supt. of Schools of Macon, has resigned his position as' 
principal of Decatur's First Ward ,that he may have all his time for the super 
intendency. He fears his health will not allow him to do so mucli ,work in 
the future as he has .done in the past. ' 
Prof. Metcalf of 'Normal, after the summer's rest, returns to his work .much 
refreshed. 
The attendance at the Augns~ meeting of the No~mal alumni was not large. 
It WIll 'be found difficult to have successful alumni meetings as long as tlie. • 
school commencement occurs at a time when the alumni cannot assemole 
The'exercises of Miss R1ymond and Capt. Burnham were such as all would 
have been glad to hear. The next meeting occurs May 25,1881. The com-
mencement exercises will bring together many of those who may be at leisure 
then but they can hardly asse mble those whose schools will still be in session \ 
at that time. The )fficers for next year are: President, P. R. Walker, 'Rochelle; 
Treasurer, J. N. Wilkinson, Decatur; Recording Secretary, Emily Sherman; 
Normal; Corresponding Secretary, John W. C;ook, Normal. Arrangements 
are making for a grand meeting of the alumni two years hence when will 
occui' the twenty-fifth anniversary of-the university. ' ' 
" 
'. 
, Over two ,hundred teachers attended the Livingst~n county institute; ', Sup~. 
Tombaugh waS assisted by Messrs. Hoffman, Taylor, Hartwell, Schartz, Ferris. 
and Parker. The ·session closed with an examina.tion for state certificates. 
.., .... 
The Normal University opens with 336 pupils in the normaJ department 
alone. 
, R. R. ,Reeder, Rutland, and M. M. Morrison, M't; Sterling, are addrllSSes 
of two Iilin6is teahers. In their choice of places they have kept up tlie, 
alliteration of their names. -
Douglass countY h~d an institute atte~'dance of 79 of the 1e9 teacWerii • " " 
employed in the coun~. Supt. King conducted it ·and was assilte!i by Messrs. " 
Ware, Sh!lwhan, and Starr, J 
elias. McMurry, a well-known Normal student, goes to Colorado. He has a 
position at some place about 90 miles from Denver. Miss ' Agnes Hawley 
also goes to Colorado to teach. Still t~e exodus continues. ' 
Prof. M. A. Scovell of the State University, Champaign, Wa3 married' 
recently to Miss N,annie Davis, daughter of state senator DaviS of Monticello' 
The WEEKLY-Sends congratulations. f • _, 
Misses Emily Sherman and Jessie 'Kenned,v of Normal will teacJi this yeal" 
with E. R. Boyer at Astoria. ' :h~~~ke!~0U:~h~~~~ ~~l :~~~~t in lib~ry ~oks the' premium mo*c:r ~hi~ ' " I' 
JephthalllJobbs writes to have the ,address of his WllBKLY -c:hqed (rom ' 
,Kansas .to EU~aso . . We see "from Marion pape1'S ~ they: say g90d ~ 
about hlP' ao"n there. ' <'_', . ' r _ " 
. , ) .. '.- .... 
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THE PRESS. 
THE SPELLING REFORM.-Spelling reformers can take considerable: en-
couragement from the succ~ss of the movement in England. There are in 
:England forty-six active organizations, mariy of th~m made up of the best 
in:the kingdom. A meeting.of the association which leads the movement for 
the proposed reform was held not long ago in London. and all the schemes 
Cor new spelling, 1!aving been duly tabulated and classified, were presented 
Cor consideration by the members. There appeared to be an almost unani-
mous agreement among the proposers of schemes as to the sounds to be repre-
sented, and many schemes were so nearly alike in principle as to admit of 
being grouped and dealt with together. The association began the publication 
of a journal in July, and will present the various systems, one .after another, 
Cor approval or disapproval. One of the speakers at the meeting of the asso-
ciation ventured to say that there was not a single philologist of the present 
generation in England or America w:ho was not with .the spelling reformers 
either nominally or in sympathy. This is, perhaps, nearly true. Hundreds 
ofleading newspapers, both in America and England, while they acknowledge 
all the facts as claimed by the reformers. feel constrained to wait for some-
thing like unanimity of action. While The Inter Ocean acknowledges that 
there are important reasons for reform, it will continue in the established 
" methods until a settled system- can be agreed upon; Until th~s is done a 
. whimsical departure only tends to confusion. Let the English and American 
_ associations unite in recommendations for change, not too revolutionary, but 
- in full view· of positive .demands, and we doubt not that multitudes will give 
" the reform hearty co-operation.-1ne Inter Ouan. 
~EA1lNING TEXI' BOOKS.-How many of our text-bo'oks can be learned ex· 
actly as they are written, with all their n~tes, exceptions, remarks', coarse and 
fine print? How many of our .teachers use a text-book as it is printed, as-
. signing lessons in the order laid down? The number is very small. Is this 
nght? Who knows better how to present a subject than the learned author? 
Who has, more than he, given years of preparation to the work? What ar-
rogance in a beginner to assume to dictate what should be omitted, and what 
added! How refreshing for a young sophomore to say, "The author has 
__ evidently made a mistake," or "The section is unnecessary and may be omit- . 
ted." 
If our text-books cannot be learned as written, by all means l~t us have 
others that can. If every teacher is to be a book to himself, where is our 
unity and harmony in educ~tion gone? Nothing is mOre common among 
teachers than fault-finding, and it culminates when the subject is the text-
, book, but folly has gone stark mad_when it finds itself embodied in a s~hool­
master who assumes to despise text-books, but still dictates from notes copied 
from several, and yet pretends that what he gives is the result of his own 
original thought.-Barnes' Educational MontMy. 
THE RELATIONS OF TIlUSTEES TO FACULTY.-Trustees should beware of 
'undue influence from the faculty. The president and professors are entitled 
to great consideration, but their judgment should weigh ·with trustees only as 
the reasons which they assign for their conclusions have convincing force. 
When there is a feud among the members of a faculty, or between the presi-
dent and the professors, much depends on whether the trustees preserve a 
non-partisan attitude. The machinations of professors against a presidellt, . 
or o~ a president against professors, aided by the influence of the trustees. can 
d~feat well· directed and sustained efforts. When trustees listen to every com-
plaint from students, and· subject. the administration of discipline to investiga-
tion~ though the faculty may in every case· be vindicated, the highest success 
• will be made impossible.-Christian Advocate. 
-The Roman Catholics recently won a victory at Charleston, S. C. The 
School Board, at the suggestion of Judge Lynch, has a.<;cepted a separate 
school from the Catholics, in which teachers are exclusively appointed by 
Catholic authorities, anel paid from the publ\c treasury. Two membe~ of 
the Board have made ~ minority protest. 
, -Most peOple use or hear the words "Mrs. Grundy," as applied to gossiP, 
and meaning the female part of socie'ty, according to fashibnable slang, with, 
out.knowing their origin.. "What Mrs. Grundy says," means " what the gos-
sips say." The orIginal Mrs. Grundy was the wife of President Van Buren's 
Attorney General. the Hon. Felix Grundy, of Tennessee. and she ruled aris- r 
tocratic society in Washington with a rod of iron. Her edicts were law; her 
' presence was indispensable to the sU:ccess of all fashionable gatherings, and 
, such an authority she became o~ social topics, that the expression "Mrs. 
.Grun~y says" became ~~mm!ln as'to outlive her !ame.-Ez c/zo"ge. . 
/ 
, / 
THE HOME. 
A MOTHER'S CARE. 
I do not think that I could bear 
My daily weight of woman's care, 
If it were not for this: 
That Jesus seemeth always near, 
Unseen, but whispering in my ear 
Some tent;ler word of love and cheer, 
To fill my soul with bliss. 
There are so many trivial cares 
That no one knows and no one shares, 
Too small for me to tell-
Things e'en my husband cannot see, 
Nor his dear love uplift from me, 
Each hour's unnamed perplexity 
That mothers know so well : 
The failure of some household scheme, 
The ending of some pleasant dream, 
Deep hidden in my breast; 
The weariness of children's noise, 
The yearning for that subtle poise 
That turneth duty into joys, 
And giveth inner rest. 
These secret things, however small, 
Are known to Jesus, each and all, 
And this thought brings me peace. 
I do not need to say one word, 
He knows what thought my heart has stirred. 
And by divine caress my Lord 
Makes all its throbbIng cease. 
And then upon his loving breast. 
My weary head is laitl at rest, 
In speechless ecstacy! 
Until it seemeth all in vain 
That care, fatigue, or mortal pain 
Should hope to drive me forth again 
From such felicity! . -Selee/ed. 
MOTHERS, 7EACH YOUR DAUGHTERS. 
THERE is something which matrons in general, and mothers inparticul~r, might impress far more strongly on growing girls and thoughtless young 
women than, it is to be feared. they are in the aabit of doing. They ought 
to take the thoughtless and unsuspicious into their confidence, an? affecti,on-
ately instruct and warn them on the whole matter of their intercourse with 
the other sex, instead of, as IS too frequently the case, maintaining a rigid si-
len~e on the whole subject, except by giving occru.ionally some meager 'hints 
about thei~ bearing on formal occasions. How many thoughtless and unsus-
'picious girls, anxious to please, .and willing to do much to favor their pros- . 
pects in the "marriage market," have never got once even a hint of what is -
after all notoriously a fact-that no man, however rude and uncultivated, 
will ever venture upon any indeli~te familiarities, or even the faintest ap-
proach to them, with any woman he respects or loves. 
iiil>How many girls have never been trained to regard the faintest approach to 
such indelicacy, in either word or action, on the part of a gentleman, as the 
most deadly of insults, because an intimation of a low opinion of her charac-
ter and conduct? Thinking no wrong in the ignorance-aye, and even in 
the innocence of her h~art, many a girl has allowed what, had she been 
better insructed, would have awakened in her all the woman's suspicion and 
indignation, and saved her many a sorrow, and possibly shame, in coming 
days~ But these girls are afraid of being thought prudes, and end, therefore, 
in becoming tom-boys, or something worse. Could they be brought to be-
lieve, what is a fact, . that the· man who really respects them would as soon · 
think of striking them with his fist as hinting at or attempting anything .which 
he would be either ashamed or afraid theii- fathers should know or their 
brothers might witness, would not a great step be gained in the purification of 
society and the elevation of woman? And . if fathers and brothers as· they 
think of what they expect their daughters and sisters to be, would for their 
sakes, but learn to treat the whole. sisterhood more consideratFly and respect-
fully,-nay, shall we not say more chivalrously as well-would there not be 
fewer scandals to condemn and fewer ruins to deplore ? 
After all, however, women, w.e must repeat, have the remedy very much in 
their own hands. Nol by treating' their erring sisters with less severity, but 
by training thefr sons and their husbands and their brothers to respect, 'Cor ' 
• their sakes, the whole sisterhood more than they have oft~n done, or than 
they have in many cases received any encouragement to attempt, lind by 
treating, with even greater severity than they mete out to the most dePded 
. . - , "-
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disappear beneath the water; you can then see me no' more; has-
ttn to get out of the reach of my f astle, that the whirlpool in 
its vicinity may not draw you down into its dark abyss I will 
await you a year; till then, farewell!" 
As sh~ spake, with her d~licate white hand she waved a last 
adieu Jo the young fisherman. At the' same instant the last pur-
ple ray of the evening red disappeared in the cool boson of the 
water, and now Hellmuth saw before him only the gigantic mass 
of.rock, which cast its long, unseemly shadow over the sile~t 
stream. 
Musin)y he turned his little bark toward home, and when, 
about midnight, he sought his bed, the lovely fairy appeared to 
him in his'dreams, and in playful mqod seemed to whisper in 
his ear the meaning of her mysterious words. Late on the fol-
lowing morning he awoke and went silently about his daily task. 
with his usual diligence. He spoke to no (!lne of his charming 
adventure with the fairy, and his neighbors greatly won'dered at 
the loneliness and seclusion in which he henceforth passed his 
days. 
A year went by. Again the early beams of the May sun looked 
smiling down upon wood and field, and the cl.ear, bright sky 
was mirroted in the 'transparent waters, whell Hellmuth set out 
for the rock castle. He had adorned his fi~hing: boat with a flag 
and fresh garlahd of flowers, and arriving ~t the rock awaited 
, with beating heart. the inoment when the fairy s~lOuld appear. ' 
The sun had just reached the zenith when the graceful bark 
with the charming fairy came gliding over the water. Hellmuth 
at onc,e oecame aware ' that the stream ar~und him was covered 
with trim little boats and vessels of all kinds, in which, on white 
velvet couches, reclined light, sylph-like forms, full of charm and 
,grace, and the sparkling waves reflected back the glittering scene 
a thousandfold. 
"Now, Hellmuth," said the mistress of the castle, as she turned 
toward him with a friendly ' smile, "you have kept your word, I 
se~. Open for me, therefore, the magic castle with the.glitter-
ing pearl from the azure vault of heaven." 
Ta~i,n8' from a fragrant boquet a simpl~ little flower, a forget-
me ,not, he offered it tQ her saying, "Fair maiden, the precious 
pearl that you desire I bring you in this pu!e, heavenly gift of 
God. ' When the Almighty had created the world and all the 
millions of flowers came and were clothed with fragrance and 
beauty, there als',) came an insignificant little plant to the fO,ot of 
the throne, and besought the good God not to' forget it, but to 
'bestow dn it, .too, color and fragrance, that it might beautify the 
world as a -flower. And the good God heard the modest prayer 
of the little plant, and took from his blue mantle a little sapphire, 
with which he kindly adornedJ:he modest green sheot. 'You 
shall be called forget-me-not,' he 5aid, 'and as a f:ymbol of faith-
, fUlness I will send you to the world, and you shall tell the chil-
dren of men of my everlasti~g, unchangeable love and ,goud'-
ness.' " , -
With beaming smiles the fairy had listened to the words of 
Hellmuth. "You have succeeded," she said, "and henceforth 
my palace shall be open to you. Only a heart full of faithfulness 
as 'yo.urs could burst those strong gates. Welcome, therefore, to 
, the fI;ck castle of Angi!la." ' 
,A strain of sweet music was heard, and with a tl:undering sound ' 
'the rocky doors swung back, and, just as the year before, HelL-
, muth entered the wonderful castle of the mighty fairy, Angela, 
who now topk her s~at upon a throne radiant with gold and pur-
pie. " 
, .' 
, " 
"Now," she said, "I desire the second, a silver bell,. with 
which the Creator of the universe calls his people to his holy 
temple." ' . ' 
"Mighty lady," said Hellmuth, "the temple of God IS nature. 
The green wood with the blue arch of heaven over it is God's 
glorious house, in which the silver tOnes of thousands of featherell 
songsters unite in sweetest concert. I bring you the hear.t of the 
nightingale, the 1?-onored favorite of an living creatures." 
Thereupon in a tiny casket, he presented the heart of the 
nightingale to the lovely Angela, who received it with thanks 
and swallowed it, At once she felt the fountain of song opened 
within her breast and the sweetest melodies that ever sounded . , , 
streamed forth ill s:;Hllful song to the farther bank of the stream. 
"Now the third," said she smiling, as she ended the song. 
The enraptured Hellmuth took a wreath of fresh roses and 
placed it on the head of the maiden. "These," said he,. "are 
the embodied purple beams of the morning red, and as the 1'0Se 
is the emblem of love, noble lady, so shall this blooming wreath 
of fresh May roses be' the crown which weaves the morning 
beams of awakening love around your head. By' this shall you 
become ' like mortals, that they may ever. see, love, and admire 
you." 
Now resounded throl.lgh all the spacious castle sublimest strains, 
and all the halls and rooms were filled with noblemen and knights , 
in" brilliant array, and the court swarmed with richly clad horse-' 
men on gold caparisoned Arabian steeds. Angela took the be-
wildered youth by the hand, and leading him to the balcony, 
showed him the country around covered with orchards, vineyards, 
and cornfields. The stream had now retired, and the castle was 
on a gently rising h~ight, from which was an extensive view in 
all directions. , 
"See, Hellmuth," said she, "over all this rich country you 
henceforth are king. All these knights and noblemen have :q>-, 
peared to pay their homage to you; for you alone of thousands 
have known how to perform the task which I had to impose, upon 
,all those who sued for my hand. Had you failed you would now; 
as a lifeless statue, ' adorn the steps of my~palace, and perhaps' 
have waited long years for' release." 
"Then are these assembled knights in the court indebted to 
me fo1' release from the spell ?" he' asked. ' 
"Your surmise is cor~ect," she-answered; "and you will. rule 
over them a:> your most faithful subjects ?',' \ . 
"I will treat them as my friends," said Hellmuth, " and WIll 
labor to be a wise" merciful, and righteous ruler." 
"And you will take me as your faithful wife?" she askeci, 
smiling. , " 
"Will I!" said he, falling at the feet of the beautiful lady. 
The next day King Hellmuth celebrated his marriage with the _ 
, lov.ely fairy, wh~se lordly castle and lands were now his posses-
sion. He never desired to return to his poor fisherman's cottage, 
or to his comrades, whO', ~ tIiey still- passed along the stream 
and saw no more of the gigantic rock, used to relate how the 
Stm;e Fairy inu.<;t have allured the youth, and with him and the 
rock gone down to the bottom of the stream. ' 
But Hellmuth reigned for many years over t,he fortunate land 
that Angela had brought him as a bridal-gift, and all his subjeets 
honored and loved him, for he was a wise, just, and virtuoUl$ 
king.-'T~ansl({tedfr.om the German}y GEORGE HOWLAND. 
-Ole Bull, the noted violinist, died in Bergen, Nqrway, Au~. 18, aged 70 
years. 
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HOW TO, TEACH ELEMENTARY ~ RITHMETIC. TEACHERS I 
, . THE 
~~~~;;~~~ ~I~.~g ~~~!!n~~j~~o~J~~~~~nd ~~,!; 
principal of the Normal School, St. LouIs, Mo. Entarged Edition r879 
Many teachers know 01 "Grube's Method" by the hearing , • 
of the ear. They will be thankful for the day which first By A. H. CRAIG. 
gave them a clear understanding ofit. Here it is in fU. ll, by g5QO Important and Practical Qucs·§.500 fi 1 h h tions clearly answered, compiled 
ODC of the most emipent and success u te~c ers In t e, .rom t e following twelve. different branches of stu y as used 
country. Price in paper covers, 20 cents; flexible cloth,30 10 our Common aRd High Schools: U . S. History, Geog. 
·d raphy. Grammar, Arithmetic, Reading, Orthography Pen-ccn~~ post.pal . . ma"s~tp, Participles and Infi,u"tives, Civil Gover~ment, 
Parlzame'ftary Law. and U.age<, PhysiolollY and Anat-
omy, PhysIcal Geography. (The departments In italic. are 
the additional ones. ) liOPICALANALYSIS. 
FOURTH THOUSAND. 
TE>PI€AL ANALYSIS 01 Descriptive Geography, United 
States History Practical Arithmetic, Physiology and Hy-
e Phrsical Geography, English Grammar, and Pen-~~~.j,ip . For use in Common ~chools,. ~ormal Schools 
and Teachers' Institutes. ReX!:'ed E,"tlon, pp. 114. By 
George S. Wedgwood. 
This is the most convenient and usef~ book ~et written 
or j"nstitute, normal school, and grammar school1.ns.t~ctors. 
1'he subjects are systematicall~ outli,ned, s~ that It IS Imm~­
terlal whether a class is supplied WIth umform text-books 
or not • . It is well adapted to an~ go.od text·book and hence 
is of great advantage to county Institutes ~nd schools where 
• diversity of books prevails. It saves to the teacher the 
great labor and time.of copying on t.he. black·board or .of 
dictating an outline for review or recltat,lOn, and the PUPl~S 
the immense burden of wrIting the outll~e down ~or theIr 
own usc. Tltey arc not in. danger of makmg errors, In C?P~­
ing their outline, or of losmg the paper upon whIch It IS 
Written. ~ . . . 
Retail price 50 cents. Copies or exam~natIo~ lent post-
paid on receipt of retail price. No attention paId to orders 
unaccompanied by the cash. 
v Send for a copy and convince yourself 01 its surpassmg 
. utility. S.R. WINCHELL &1; CO., Publishers. 
. . 63 &1; 65 Washington Street, 
• CHICAGO, ILL. 
HYGIENIC TEXT-BOOKS. 
01 and Industrial Hygiene. By D. F . LINCOLN, 80:0 D of Boston, Mass. Being the concluding volume 
ortlieScri es of A'MBRICANHxALTH PRIMBRS. Now ready. 
J~.;.,rD~:~StiC Hyl;iene. A guide to Healthy Life 
d Healtby Homes. Price, $1.50 . • 
JJi;le Hygiene; or. Health Hints by a Physician. Price, 
t;:"S . 1 . • 'led free upon receipt 0 price. 
1 PRESLEY BLAKISTON, 
PUBLISHBR. BOOKSELLBR, AND IMPORTER..' .. 
1012 Walnut St., PHILADELPHIA. 
The Scbeol-Room Song Budget. 
.If C. lllction Of Songs and Music/or School. and Educa-
· :io"al Gatherings, Compiled by E. V. De Graff, 
· Ct11Itiuctor of 1iachers' Institutes. 
ENLARGED EDITION. 
fhe SONG BUDGET now con~ins 72 pac.es, 107 songs, and 
ive CuU-page illustrations, and IS handsomely bound. Price 
15 cents; 81.50 per dozen; '10,00 per hundred, net. 
Send. to S. R . WINCHELL & Co., Chicago. 
RE eITA TION 
-AND-
Report ·Card Combz"ned. 
This is a very convenient device for handlinJ large classes 
callsng on· pupils at random without being obliged to think 
(tbe name beforehand. or givi~g the pupils any idea of who ~ to be called on, and at the same time, h!,ving the means 
of marking right 10 one:s hand. Each class should be rep-
resented by a ·pack, ·and the packs may be of dIfferent colors. 
On the back is a monthly reFort to parents. Price So cts. 
per hundred, postpaid. Samples sent on receipt of stamp. 
S. R . WINCHELL & Co., Chicago. 
My advertiummt in the WEEKLY pays bett~r 
I"an in. any oth~rpaper."':"A. C. Mason, 'Jackson . 
Vill~, Ill. 
ThOle an8werlng an Advertisement Will confer 
• favor upon the Advertiser and the PUbllshers 
.. b7 ..-~C that· they aaw the advertisement"1n the 
Bel_donal Weekly. 
12mo, cloth, 340 pages. 81.50. 
Sample copy sent to any address on receipt of price. 
A GRAND WORK FOR RIlVIRWS IN SCHOOLS. 
Club Rates for Teachers. 
.AGENTS WANTED. 
S. B : WINCHELL & CO, 
, Publishers, Chica.~· o, Ill. 
I Arise to Say 
· ·The 
only 
objection 
• to your 
'COMMON SENSE ROCKER' 
is, we all want It. They suit all sizes, 
from the two. year.old baby to the champion member of the 
Fat Men's Club. U 
~very . chair made upon honor and Warranted Perfect. 
Prices range from 75 cents to fg 'each. 
Special discount to Clergymen and Hotels. Send for Cat-
alog. Manufactured b}': ._ 
F. A. SINCLAIR, Mottville, N. Y. 
Rock River Paper Co., 
138 and 140 Lake St., Chicago, 
ManufactuRrs and dealers in 
Alt Kznds 0/ Raper. 
Manufacturers of The 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Building 
Paper. 
Samples sent on application 
SOHOOL · EXERC/SE BOOKS. 
Made of BEST MANILA WRITING Pc\PER, 
bound in HEAVY ROPE PAPER COVERS, with 
wire staples, and i p all respects superior to any of 
the cheap books in the market, and sold ·at the fol-
lowing low prices: 
No. 
I 
2 · 
3 
4 
II 
12 
Si~e. No. P. ges . List per 100 Books. 
8~xs~ 5' "5 00 8~xs~ 100 10 00 
8~xs~ 150 15 00 
8~xs~ 200 .0 00 
6~x8 40 5 00 
6~x8 100 10 00 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDERS. 
S. R. WINC:HELL &1; CO" Chica&o. 
Vassar Oo11ege. 
. POUGHKEEPSIE, N. ·Y., ' 
FOR THE LIBERAL EDUCATION OF WOMEN 
Examinations for entrance, Sept. 15th. Catalo~el sent o. 
application 'to W. ~. DEAN, Rejls~ . 
Books. 
Cboice Readings. 
By Prof. R. C. CUMNOCK. Price, 81 .15. 
" It seems to me one of the few thoroughly satisfactory 
books in its line. I know 01 no classified collection of read· 
ings at. all to be compared with it." -Pro/. Rockwoad, Statl 
Nern,al ScAoo/. Wuconsin. 
Primer of Political Economy. 
A. B. MASON and J . J. LALOR. ·Price 60 cts. 
"We have given it a pretty thorough examination, and in 
our judgment, it is better adapted for the use of tho youth of 
our public schools than any other work on the subject that 
we can call to mind."-Gaseftt, Cincinnati. 
Animal Analysis. 
By Prof. ELLIOTT WHIPPLE. Price, 15 cts. 
"An excellent book for the young student beginning zool-
ogy. It systematizes observation and directs attention to the 
important characters upon which classification depends."-
Pres,ik"t Ma,."" North_.t,,.,. U"iv,rsity. 
Manual . of tbe Vertebrates • 
By Prof. D. S. JORDAN. Price, ~'.So. 
"Dr. Jordan has embodied in this work the latest results 
o( zoological science, and we know of no similar book which 
contains so much and so reliable information suited to the 
special wants of students in the field OJ" class-room."-Nnu 
E1Igland Journal of Eaucatio". 
' COOD RE.ADINC. 
Life of Benedict Arnold. 
His P .. triotism and his Treason. By Hon. I. N. Arnold. 
Crown 8vo, gilt top. Price, So.50. 
"Of great merit and historical value. It can be read with 
interest and profit for what it tells of a perIod which is flU! 
fading out ofkno'!'ledge."-Exl'ress, NniJ Y",. ... 
MotiVes of Life. 
By Prof. DAVID SWI~G. Price. $1.00. 
"Prof. Swing writes with the simplicity" the earnestness, I 
and the honesty which comes of a sincere devotion to aU that 
is best, and noblest, ;and purest in life aDd character;"-
Eve"ing Post, New York. 
Ingersoll -and Moses. 
By Rev. SAMUEL lYE, CURTISS, D. D Price, ".25 
"The book is chaTacterized by ripe scholanlhip and great 
fairne~s and courtesy in argument. It is the strongest a,,&u" 
ment yet made agiunst the sophistri·es which have been '0 
widely advertised during the past few years, mainly through 
the lectures of Col. Ingersoll ... -Thl'lIu"-Oc.a . .. 
Short History of France. 
For Young People. Ry Mis. KIRKLAND: Price, ',.5\> . . 
"The narrative is not dry on a single p>ge, and the little 
history may be commended as the best of its kind that has 
yet appeared ."-Bull.tin, Phi/d.lphia. . 
Belle and tbe Bo.ys. 
A New Juvenile: By Mrs. c. F. CORBIN. P;ice,81"5. 
"It seems just tAe book to be appreciated by (air, sweet 
yonng girls, and brave, manly boys, Handsomely printed 
and illustrated, it is one o( the prettiest j}1venile books of the 
year."-Am. Bookull.r. N. Y. 
Tales of Ancient Greece. 
By the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart, M. A, Price, 8 •• 60. 
"The grace with which : these olt! tales of the mythology 
are retold I!lakes them as enchanting to the young as familiar 
fairy tales, or the Arabian Nights." -PU<lli.her. " W •• k{y. 
.Q-Sold by all bookseUers, or sent by mail, postpaid, on 
receipt of price by thepubUshers, . 
, 
. Jansen, McClUFg& ~o., 
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isk'-jewels were sought in perpetual disappointment, the pearl 
which tne oyster all the while was elaborating was prouonnced 
a product of the skies, for it seemed to them too exquisitely fair 
to be a creature of the wave. 
That it fell from the heavens nobody at one time doubted,and 
even after it was known to come .out of oyster shells it was be-
lieved that the spherical treasures were drops of dew which had 
fallen into the sea, and by some occult alchemy of the deep had 
hardened into pearls. It was, indeed, suggested that they were 
the oysters' hearts, or the tears of sea-nymphs i but the well-
informed agreed that they were products "rore divino"-the 
motto of the divorced Margaret of Navarre, who took the pearl 
as her sad but appropriate emblem-and, as Pliny opined, "more 
of the sky and air than of the water and sea." We, living now, 
have inherited more exact knowledge, and, knowing the true 
story of the pride of the caskets, can trace back the pretty pearl 
to the morbid secretion of an ailing oyster, and read in a hun- . 
dred narratives how the divers of the Persian Gulf and the Cey-
lon coast dare a horrible death in quest of it. Such is the value 
of the jewel that life will be always risked for its attainment, 
and if the sharks. would only sow the banks with pearls they 
might confidently rety on a regular harvest of men. As it IS, 
- they levy a grim tax from the divers, and but for the bustle and 
noise along the oyster beds during the "fishery," which frighten 
off the less darin'g monsters, the percentage of deaths would. in 
. evitably be much greater. The Bahrein and Ceylon fisheries 
ar.e, of course, the largest and most valuable i but China and 
Japan, South America and Australia, as well as some of the islands 
off the African coast, produce the precious oyster in abundance. 
The number of. shells is not any guide as to' the number of pearls, 
and even the roughest average which the diver may make of the 
value of the season's collection is, therefore, liable to be utterly 
wlong. The shells themselves. are, however, of great commer · 
cial 'value, and often yield a larger revenue than the season's find 
of gems, so that the diver really goes down in vain. Nor is the 
smallest "seed pearl'" valueless, for it is a pretty natural fact that 
only pearl powder will properly polish pearls, and, moreover, 
the gems ground up command a ready market in the East, where 
they are supposed to have a su/passing efficacy in restoring ex~ 
hausted'vitality and renewing wasted vigor. The diver, there-
fore, has always encouragement in his perilous labor; and to 
the last, even when he takes his fatal dive to the . waiting shark, 
he "has still the fascination before him of a possible prize that 
shall send hIm home to live at his ease for the rest of his life_ So 
.he 'calls out to the shark-charmer 'to charm hi.s best, and, with 
the delusive spell ringing in ' his ears, plunges down to death; 
But the monster of the deep that has been lying waiting for him 
far under the shadow of the- boat cares little for exorcism O"r en-
chantment, and so the diver is never seen again. His comrades 
in the boat fed the rope suddenly sl\aken and as sudd~niy re-
leased; the lesseneq strain tells its grim story at once, and then 
.the empty bucket comes floating up to the surface, a message that · 
the diver is dead. In the vast majority of cases, however, the 
dh'ers grow old at their toil, neither Il)eeting with sharks nor 
King's ransoms in their gropings along the shelf-strewn banks, 
and the Bahrein men speak of it as a monqtonous and laborious 
means o~ livelihood, and one in which they seldom earn a com-
pete~ce.. The surroundings of their work are squalid, almost 
revolting; for the shore is neaped with decaying masses ·of oys-
ters, and the sea breeze perpetually blows the smell of them 
across die encampment of the fishers, which lies sweltering un~ 
der a terrible sun, and but poorly provided with even the few 
thing~ thatgo to make the Oriental comfortable. In Ceyl~n 
matte'rs are little b: tter, as far as the . divers are personally con-
cerned, and in China and Japan the industry is one that attracts 
only the lowest orders. From these sources most of the gems of 
our markets are derived, but the pearl oyster is of such extensiiVe 
distributic;n, a creature of every shore, that nearly all countries 
con tribute pearls to the general stock. 
In Europe the fresh-water mussels often yield costly gems. 
Thus, Bohemia and Bavaria both produce pearls of considerable 
value and undeniable beauty i and, 'seeing how large a family the 
"·nacre" yielding bival~es are, nearly every country has its rep-
resentatives, and therefore its pearl producers. Britain itself was 
once famous for its pearls, and the mussP.ls in our riyer,s are con-
sequently responsible for a sM.re of the attention which our - -
painted ancestors received from marauding neighbors and from 
the Romans. Several streams in England, notably the Conway, 
"the Irt and the End in the manor of Egremont," the Teith, the 
Tay, and others in the North, and several in Ireland, especially 
in Tyr~ne and Donegal, .produce shell ·fish which yield peaITls, 
sometimes of fine quality i while those of Scotland are still in high 
repute for their faint pink 'tinge, and not un frequently for their 
size also, one old · writer speaking of them as being "often" as 
big "as a beal)." In those days of ruder agriculture it is proba-
ble 'that the bean was not of the same proportions as modem 
'pulse, for a pearl the size of such broad beans as flower-shows 
have made us familiar with would be beyond price. Tne claim 
to the possession of the largest pearl in existence has been vad-
ously awarded; but if that wonder of the ocean, ,the pearl "as 
large as a pigeon's egg, and full white and orient," which thr.ee 
centuries ago was said to have been brought to the King of Spain 
from· Panama, is not a historical myth, his Most Catholic Majes~y 
could challenge competition with some confidence. He could 
not, however, defy it, for ' the gem, two inches long and fa':ll' in 
circumference, owned by the late Mr. Hope, was a formidable 
rival, while that which Tavernier bouf, ht in Arabia for a nundFed 
and ten thousand pounds was perhaps the queen of all. Again, 
the pearl which "great Egypt" drank in solution must have been 
a beauty, fur it cost "the firm Roman" more than eighty ·thous-
and pearls, and among the jewelry of the ancient Hebrews weFe 
pe:lrls, always their 'favorite ornament, of great size and inaalcu-
lable value. That a thing of such costliness should be imitated 
was only natural, il.Dd a thousand different varieties of ~rtificial 
pearl are known to trade. Of them all, however, only 
two deserve honorable mentio~, the one in which an exquisitely 
fragile bead of glass is filled with the 'silvery matter scraped fram 
certain kinds of fish, and whicR is therefore partly ~ natural pearl, 
and the other which the Chinese compel the disgusted mollusc 
to make for them according to order. The Celestialstempt the 
oysters to open their shells, and then meanly drop between the 
gaping valves a rough bead Of mother-of-pearl. . The mollusc, 
thus annoyed, at once closes upon the obtruded fragment, and 
patiently sets to wOFk to gratify the crafty Chinaman, for in time 
the artificial ball is covered with true pearl and can defydetec~ion. 
It is propably only a Chinaman who would thus stoop to take 
advantage of a poor oyster, and only an oyster that would thus 
submit to be tricked. Yet the .manreuvre works after all for the 
good of both, for it gives the mollusc something definite to think 
about, and' the world a very respectable imitation of ' the natural' 
article without compelling divers to risk their lives.-:Loitdun 
Baily Telegraph. " 
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the name of your post office a1ld ·state. Please bear 
this in mind m writing to us. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year <-40 ~os.), '2 .5°: if p~,id in adv,~nce, '2.00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50 ; 1.25· 
Three months (10 Nos.) .75;" " .65 
Each Monthly Edition, 50 cents a yearin advance. 
ADVBRTISING RATES POR SINGLB INSBRTION': 
Full Outside Page •.••• l<\o.oo I One·half Column (5 in.) $7.50 
Full Inside Page .......... 30 .00 I Three Inches ............ . 5.00 
One.half Inside Page .. 18.00 Inch ~ards .............. 1·75 
Full Column (10 in.) ... 14.00 I Per L,ne.. ... ................ .15 
Special Notices, 40 cents per hne by count. 
DISCOUNTS. 
20 insertions 40 per cent. 
40 " 50 II 2 inse~ions !~ l!~r cent. 
-10 " " 30 " 
.Adflertisements runnin g one ",on!'~ or 1n,!re are luo-
luhed in all · the seven monthly ed.t.ons w.thout extra 
charge. 
. Copy should be received by Saturday noon, previous to 
date of issue. -
Each advertising page of THS EnUCATI?NAL WIlIlKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten Inches, and one 
Inch twelve lines. 
No advertisement will be inserted. for less tha~one dollar. 
Orders from strangers must be paId monthly In advance. 
Address all communications to 
. . S. R . WINCH1!:LL & CO .• Chicago. 
5- T MARl-'S SCHOOL, Knoxville,IlIintds. A Board· ing School for Girls; First·c1ass throughout; a safe Christian home, with the best advantages of ~duc.ation. 
Rcfclcnce is made to~atrons In nearly every city lD the 
West. rtf] C. W. LIlPPINGWBLL, D.D., Rector. 
IGH SCHOOL' DEPARTMEN1 of State Normal 
H University. Special attentio!l is paid to fitting young Olen for College. For years lts graduates have enter-
ed Harvard~~nd other fin.t·c1ass colleges, ~i.thout conditions. 
Th English course presents rare opp0!1"mti~. to young men , 
e 'n for business, or young ladles desmng a thoroug!t 
. ~= of study . For further.info~ation address E. J. lameS, 
M. D., Normal, Ill. · ' 
HIO CEN7RAL NORMA.L, and Kindergarten 
O . Trai"ing- School. Reorganized with full faculty. Three full courses, one, two, and three years resp~ct-
eI Incorporated under_State Board of Trustees. This 
- !!..J ly-Normal ~chool in the State having a distinct ~rof::;~nal Course of St,!d>: and ~raclice combin~d with 
th c·.t tborough academiC IDstructlon. . 
em Address . JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Worthington O. 
- , £INOI~ ' S1 A TE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fOI I~ the special preparation of teach<;t;;. The full cours~ 01 study requires three years. TUItion fret to those who 
ledge 'themselves to teach ID the state; to others, '30 per 
I' ar Hil'h School Depar/ment offers the best advantages 
ro: pn,panng (or college or for business. Tuition, '30 per 0:"" Grammar School Departme"t furmshes excellen, l:ciiities (or obtaining a good, practIcal education, TUltlonr 
, ., per year. Primary Departm",t, a charming place for 
tbe "little folks ." Term begins March 8,1880, Forparticu. 
lars a4dreU EdwlD C. Hewett,_ President,Norm~, Ill. tC 
We are greatly i';debted to your paper for OU1' sue· 
cess. More letters have been received saying that 
they"Saw notice in vour paper than in all others com· 
pined.-PROF. S. S. HAMILL, ELOCUTI@NIIST. 
-SO suPERB CARDS neatly printed lOCo .Agu/. 
Wallted. Outfit ICC. 20 samples, Price list, etc. 3e. 
600 Varieties. Low prices and LARGItST pay RYIlR OPPIlRItD. 
__ Send to day. 
C. A. VICK,.9th SL; Arbela,.1llich • 
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THE ~SON 
PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC. 
500. Problems (In '500 Slips ot Oard Board, 
WIth Key, Pnce of Box fB7.00 Postpaid. 
From PRIN. A. E. BOURNR, Woodstock, III 
'V!e have tried them and we approve the plan.'" 
!"rom PRIN. ] . W. COKBNOWRR, Sullivan, III. 
HI think them a good thing." 
From SUPT. W. W. W.loNItS, Lincoln Neb. 
HI think they ,are fully worth all you claim fo; them.' 
From PRIN. W. S. MILLS, Joliet, III. 
HThey are a great help in the class room." 
From SUPT. AARON GaVB, Denver, Col. 
"I feel lure that I shall find them very helpfuL" 
From Ecle :tic Teacher, LOUisville, Ky. 
"They are convenient for use in topical examinations" 
From PRIN. J. N. WILKINSON, Peoria, lJl. 
"When I taught that subject I bought bristol hoard and 
wrote the topics. It vexes me to think that I dId not have 
yours,-so much neater, and cheaper, and better," , 
POINTS. . 
I. The colors are graded according to the dIfficulty of the 
subject . ' , 
2, Th';y may be u;"d day aft~r day with the same class of 
. pupils, and be continuallk fresh to each pupil • 3 Th~:~:B!!'~ better or quic er way to review, revie'Zu, 
4. These problemshave been sold in seventeen different 
states' 
5. They are intelligently printed and readily understood. 
6. They are practical. 
7. They are not designed as puzzles (or hiJ!'h school PUPIl>. 
and yet they are not too cas) for such pupils. 
ample< o.f five colors •• ill be sent ill response to a 
three cent stamp. 
S. R, WINOHELL & 00" 
CHICAGO, ILL 
G1NN & HEATH 
. Have removed their Western Bra nch House from 46 Mad. 
1son to larger and more central room~ 
56 State Street. 
Where. they .will be pleased to ' see the teache~ of the West 
when m ChIcago . Their list of Standard School Books is 
constan.tly I!rowingi n favor with the really PROGRESSIVE 
EDUCATORS of the country. 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR. 
Element~ry ~SSOl;s in English, by Knox & Whitney. 
Teachers edltlon of above. 
Whitney'~ Essentials of Enelish Grammar. 
} Teachers ,ManUM of above. . 
Gilmore's Outline-A Manual of General Grammar and 
Introduction to Rhetoric-for High Schools and A:cademies. 
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE. 
Wentworth's Geometry' and Algebra. 
Hill's Geometry for Beginners. 
Dolbear & Gage's Natural Philosopy. 
Science Primers about Pebbles, Common Plants, Sponges. 
Corals, Mollusca, Worms, Insects, Frogs, Reptiles, Metals, 
and Rocks ' 
GEOGRAPHY. 
"Our World," Nos . I and 2. 
Fitz Globes 6 and 12 m: 
Joslin Globes 6,12 and 18. 
10hnson's School Maps. 
Ginn & Heath's Classical Atlas. 
LITERATURE. 
Hudson's Shaksrre. 
Arnold's Manua . 
Sprague's Irving Paradise Lost and Lycidas. Also handy 
school editions of Surk, Webster, Bacon (30 essays), Word •• 
wortli. Colridge, Bums, Addison and Gola5mlth. 
Craik's .Philological Study 01 "lulius Ca:sar" 
"Parlement of Foules" and "English ofXlV~Century." 
INTELLIGENT TEACHERS every w,hcre need not 
be reminded that all first class schools and colleges use 
exclusively . 
Allen & Greenough's Latin Course. 
Goodwin & White's Greek Course, 
Mason's National Music Course. 
Send for full descriptive Catalog. . 
GINN & HEATH, 
1S6 State Street, Chicago. 
INTERESTING ANNOUNOEMENT 
To Teachers, Btudents, Olerks 
AND OTHERS. ' 
You can have thorou2h instruction by mail in any branch 
within the. Common .and High School Courses including 
Bookkeepmg and SCle •. ceo ' 
This offer is not intenaed for those who can attend good 
~chools, but .for those shut out from these privileges nnd 
obliged to chmb, alone. ' 
~uccess guaranteed. Procea. scientific. Work inter. 
estmg. Address , 
w. He MILLE:B, 
'BUNlQIlB BmL. m 
*.ra e: 
Chtcago &-Northwestern 
. RAILWAY 
Is the OLDEST I BEST CONSTRUCTED I BEST 
• EQUIPPED I and hence the 
Leading lbdlway of the West 
and Northwest. 
It embraces under one Management 
2,380 MILES OF ROAD, 
and lorms the following Trunk Lines : 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & California Line," 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," 
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La Crosse Line} 
"Chicago, Free,POrt & Dubuque Line," 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, 
"Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line," 
"Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Line," 
"Chicali:o, Green Bay & Lake Superior Line." 
-ITS-
Council BluWs, Denver and Cali~ 
- fornia Line 
Is the Best Roule between CHICAGO and all points in 
1OWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING,/. COLOR. 
ADq< UTAH, NEVADAt C!:ALIFORNIA, ' uREGON, CHIr-iA, JAPAN and AUS BALIA. Its 
st. Paul aDd Minneapolis Lln.e 
Is the Best Line between CICAGO and a1ll'oints In 
NORTWESTERN WISCONSIN and MINN'ES0TA. 
and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPO'LIS, DU. 
LUT, and nil points in the Great Northwest. Its 
'La Crosse and Ilinnesota LI,ne 
15 the Best Route between CHICAGO and LA CROSSE, . 
'\'XNONA, R0CHESTER, OWATONNA, MANKATO, . 
.iT. PETER,- NEW UL\f.and all points in CENTRAL 
MINNES0TA and DAKOTA. Its 
Green Bay and Marquette Line ' 
(s the Only Line betWeen CHICAGO and JANESVILLE 
WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC,N~ENAH, MEN 
ASHA, OSHKOS.l!< GREEN BAY, MARQUETTE 
HOUGHTON, HAr-iCOCK, and the LAKE-SU'PERIOB 
COUNTRY· Iu. 
Freeport and Dubuque Line 
Is the Onl1> Route botween CHICAGO and E\-GIN, 
r~CKFOR ,FREEPURT, and all points via Freeport. 
Chicago and Milwaukee Line 
Is the old Lake Shore Route between CHICAGOland 
g~~~~~~l'~~~kr~~~E~!NBe!}~~~~~ ~~~ 
BOYGAN, MANITWOC, tiREEN LAKE and RIPON. 
\ 
It is the Only Road in the West running Pullman Hotel 
.Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. 
Bear in mind no other road runa Pullman Hotel Can, or 
nny other form of Hotel Can THROUGH between Chicago 
and the Missouri River. All Ticket -agents can sell you ' 
Through Tickets by thiS Route. 
It is the Only Road runmng Pullman Sleeping Cars elthe 
, way between Chicago and St. Paul, or any point . north 0 
Chicago. 
New York Oflfce, 415 Broadway. Boston Ollice. 5 State 
Sueet. Omaha Office, '3"4 Farnam Street San Francisco . 
Office, • New Montgomery Street. Chicago Ticket Offices 
62 Clark Street, under Sherman House; 7S Canal, cor. Mad· 
ison Street; 59 State, cor. Randolph Street; p .. lmer House ; 
Grand Pacific Hotel; KinzieStreet Depot,cor. West Kinzie 
and CanaiSueets; Wells Sueet Depot,cor. Wells and Kin· 
zie Streets. 
For mformation, folders, maps. etc., not obtainable at 
Home Ticket Officei addreM any agent of the Contpany, -or MARVIN HUGH TT, W. H. STENNETT, 
Gen'l Manager, ChIcago. Cen'I PaSs. ACt, Chicago: 
PIMPLES, lrnECKLES AND BJ.A,(lK HEms. 
D)'.,Geo, N . Sto dard. , •• 6 Niagara Bl., Buffalo, N. Y" 
for 30 cents In stampll. mall. "Medicate<! €ream,' an ab. 
solutely sure and ;harmeJ ... • cure. It remo .... w-rz IIIN-
In 4 days, leavlDgJa.c:e lpotl_. ' llonO)' returned If It &.lis. 
We Jato". It to be reliable.-B ..... ". . 
I, 
\ 
" 
. , 
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T::a:::m 
CHICKERING 
PIANO, 
THE VInTOR ~A~~r~~tFTY~T~RE~ fYEl~~ U the ACKNOWLEDGED STAND· 
ARD of the WORLD-being copie'd not only by the makers 
of this country, but of Europe -will 6, offered during th, 
Iresent condztions of trade at 
Greatly Reduced P'l'ices. 
THE HIGHEST AWARDS ~{:~Il~!:: 
World's Fair in London, 1851; at the Great Expo-
sition in Paris, 1867 ; at tlie International Exposi- · 
tion In Chill, 1875; and at'th~ grand CENTENNIAL 
EXHIBITION in Philadelphia, 1876. 
All persons wishing to purchase (or exa",ine) inst".· 
ments are respectfully invited to visit our Warerooms. 
CHICKERING & SONS, 
CHICKERING HALL, 
l!'1FTH A.VENUE, cor. 18th-street, . 
- NEW YORK CITY. 
NEW HYGIENIC AND SClENTlFlC BOOKS. 
Bible. Hygiene, or' Health HInts. By a Physician. 12 
. mo., cloth .. Price, $1.25. 
Health and Healthy Homes, a Guide to Domestic 
Hygiene. By George Wilson, A. M., M. D. 3'4 PP. 12. 
mo., cloth. Price, '1 .50. 
Water ,Analysis, for SanItary Purposes. 12 mo .• cloth, _I. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON,i 
Publisher, Bookseller and Importer, 1012, Walnut St. 
Philadelphia. ' . 
'FIRST YEARS I 
IN 
SONC··LA N D, 
FOR 
, Day Scho~ Is :andfJnvonilo Glassos, 
BY GEORGE F. ROOT. 
A well ~rdered, interesting and carefully graded course.of 
elementary lessons, and a generous upply of good attractive 
SONGS For'S~U~ti:,nNO~tiOn. . Recitation, Special Occasions, 
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT 
"First Years In Song-Land" 
Is far in advance of any of its predecessors, ~nd outstrips all 
competitors. 216 pages in beautiful style, 
. :Be sure to examine ''FIRST YEARS IN SONG 
LAND" before you select a book for the fall and 
winter session. 
·Prlce 50~. by mail; $5 .00 per dez. by express, 
Specimen pages now ready and sent frcc on application. 
, JOHN CHURCH ~ CO.,. 
66 West Fourth St., 
(!:lNOINNATl, o. I 5 Union Square" .NxwYORK 
BOOKKEEPING .• iTA GLANCE. 
Just out . Teaches double entry thoroughly in a few 
hours. as used in the largest houses. Mailed for 50 cents. 
Agents wanted everywhere. 
E . . LEIBERTZ 8t CO" 
17 Marion St. , New York City. 
" I OW.A. COLLEGE, G";"IUII, I_a. For cataJoJ';!e, 
etc., address the President, GBb.F.MAGOuH, D.D. LCby. 
HOP 'EPO~DEAF 
Bal'more's Artificial Eal' Dl'ums. 
PEBI'I!lCI'LY RESTORE THE' HEA.RINe 
and perform ~be work of \be Natural Dr ...... 
Ahra.18Jn pool\lon, but luvWble.t.o otbe.... All 
CoDversatlon'and even wbiopers beard distinctly. W. 
nr~.~~b~~gii'id.;,o~~iTeeire~ar. 
& W. Ooraer6tJa do Haee8c.w;. ~ 0. 
Th~ Educational Weekly. 
30 DAYS .TRIAL ALLOWED 
BRYAN'S 
:ELECTRrc BELT ·· 
.FOR ntBulNQ THE HUK.A.N ORGANISM WITH 
NEW LIFE, HEALTH and STRENGTH. 
6. Self·Curativo for Norvous, Chrolllo and Org~c Dlsusos. 
Approved and recommended by the Most Eminmt 
..4uthOl·ity, and endOt'led by Convincing 
Testimony of thole who have wed th ..... 
'WITHOUT MEDICINES 
They effectually cure all tho,e .urangemene. ariling 
from a /"" of Viial FOt'ce, lUCk cu 
N enOll8 DebUity and ExllanltiClnl .DJ'lpepsla, Ep(.. l~sy, Kidney Complalots, Impo ency, Hysteda, 
Spermatorrhea, Lll' er ComplaInts, Nervou8oess, 
General III Helllth, Wasting AlTay or Decline, 
Urinary DlSeB8e8, Lumbago, Neuralgia, 
Co~tlveness Organic "ea1l;ne88, Spinal 
'1'roubles, Female Disordertl, Heart Dis. 
eBse, I,lIng Dl8ease, l'aralysl8, Physl. 
cal Incapacity, and Prostration, 
, lIIelancholla and Drain Troubles, 
..... lIIuRCular Weakness, Loss ot 
p POlTer, and Premature Deeay, 
And are especially adapted for recuperating the 
Organism when injured by Imprudence, Sickness, 
or Old Age. 
-------
TM Eleclro.Magnetic Current i. evolved without the 
aid of Vi'negar or Acidl, bll the heat and moilture of 
Ihe body. . The (}urrent II contin...... and withoul 
,hackl, and Ihe Bell, and Appliancu may be worn 
cons/anUy without · trouble or prtpara/iota, and with 
;!erfect comfort and privacy. 
, DEPOT, 2 BOND ST., N. Y, 
H.M. MALOY. 
Organ for only'S50 cash, direct from factory, to Sabbath 
Schools and clergymen at cost, plain walnutj 5 octave, 
double :eed, 1 stops, organ nicely finished, complete in every 
respect and warranted for five years. 
PEERLESS'ORGAN (,0., Port Colden, N . J. 
National ,School of 
ELOCUTION· AND ORATORY, 
~416 and 1418 Chestnut St., Phlladelphla. 
Course In Elocution. Course in Oratory. Literary Course. 
For puhlic speakers. readers, teachers, and the general 
student of higher English. Fall term opens Oct. 4th. 
7o-page Catalogue on application. Address . . 
R. O. MOON. Secretary 
MONTHLY REPORT CARDS. 
MONTHLY RBPORT CARDS furnished by thc;.l'ublishers of 
THB EDUCATlbNAL WBBICLY, ehicago, at Ft/lJ' emtl per 
H",.ar,d; Samples scDt,OD re~ipt of one cent stamp. ., 
[Number ~69 
Nervous Debility 
Cured Without Medicines. 
Our Special Galvanic Appliances re'.'ch at on~ 
the seat of disease, and their Electro~GalvaD1c action IS 
upon the cent e of the NERVOU~, MUSCULAR, and 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS, 
SPEEDLY RESTORES THE 
VITA.L FOB.C:mS, 
LOST MANHOOD. 
And curing the worst cases oCSeminal Weakness. Exhaus. 
tion, Impotency, and all Diseases and Weakness of the 
Urino.genital organs. . 
YOUNG MEN suffering from early indiscretiJn lack nerve 
force and fail to attain strength . MIDDLE.AGED MEN 
often lack vigor. While OLD MEN attribute their loss of 
energy and vitaltty to the natural progress of age 
and decay. To one and all we can say that nature ~erely , 
wants aId, NA TlIRAL aid, which our a appliances . 
give WITHOUT DRUGGING THE STOMACH. We 
guarrantee a cure In every case short of struc~ural de-
generation. Special illustrated pamphlet sent I!, sealed 
envelope on receipt of 6 cents postage. Consuitabon free, 
Office hours, 9 A. M . to 5 P. M. . 
WOMEN suffering from any weakness peculiar to t~elr 
sex should send for our .pedal circular explaining our 1m· 
improved electrical Ovarian Supporters, etc. 
AMERICAN GALVANIC CO., 
134 Madison St., Chicago, m., Rooms 1 11& 1I1 
!!!! Only Remedy 
That Acts at the Same Time on 
Uver, Tha Bowals and Tha lidnmlvs. 
TAil combined action oifle8 U 
power to cure all di88a8e8. k ~ ••• L Are We Sic 
l*:!:: 
MUSICAL 'KNOWLEDGE lIIAD~ E~SY. Prof. Rice's Magical Instant Music t,ac~lDg Plano, Organ, 
and Guitar Charts, (te., 10, .00. Mos~ raxt"tc~r:dc~.iJ.t~~ 
on earth Agents wanted. Save t e . v Iii 8 lal 
Free music and 'terms to 243 State St. , ChIcago, . pee 
offer ahd free lecture to earnest teachers, etc. 
For Sale or Exchange. '1 A large Magic Lantern. 
Cost $Qo. CRAs. i. WARD, Horseheads, ~hemung Co., 
Newlrork. • 
f . 
